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ABSTRACT
Plants produce a vast number of low-molecular-weight chemicals (so called secondary or specialized metabolites) that confer a selective advantage to the plant, such as defense against herbivory
or protection from changing environmental conditions. Many of these specialized metabolites are
used for their medicinal properties, as lead compounds in drug discovery, or to impart our food
with different tastes and scents. These chemicals are produced by various pathways of enzymemediated reactions in plant cells. It is suspected that enzymes in plant specialized metabolism
evolved from those in primary metabolism. Understanding how plants evolved to produce these
diverse metabolites is of primary interest, as it can lead to the engineering of plants to be more
resistant to both biotic and abiotic stress, or to produce more complex small molecule compounds
that are difficult to derive.
To that end, the first objective was to develop a schema for rational protein engineering using
meta-analyses of a well-characterized sesquiterpene synthase family encoding two closely-related
but different types of enzymes, using quantitative measures of natural selection on amino-acid
positions previously demonstrated as important for neofunctionalization between two terpene synthase gene families. The change in the nonsynonymous to synonymous mutation rate ratio (dN /dS )
between these two gene families was large at the sites known to be responsible for interconversion. This led to a metric (DdN /dS ) that might have some predictive power. This natural selectionoriented approach was tested on two related enzyme families involved in either nicotine/tropane alkaloid biosynthesis (putrescine N-methyltransferase) or primary metabolism (spermidine synthase)
by attempting to interconvert a spermidine synthase to encode putrescine N-methyltransferase activity based upon past patterns of natural selection. In contrast to the HPS/TEAS system, using
DdN /dS metrics between SPDS and PMT and site directed mutagenesis of SPDS did not result in
the desired neofunctionalization to PMT activity.
Phylogenetic analyses were performed to investigate the molecular evolution of plant N-methyltransferases involved in three alkaloid biosynthetic pathways. The results from these studies indicated that unlike O-MTs that show monophyletic origins, plant N-MTs showed patterns indicating
polyphyletic origins.
To provide the foundation for future molecular-oriented studies of urushiol production in poison
ivy, the complete poison ivy root and leaf transcriptomes were sequenced, assembled, and analyzed.
This work was supported in part by the Genetics, Bioinformatics, and Computational Biology
program, the department of Plant Pathology, Physiology, and Weed Science, and the Molecular
Plant Sciences program at Virginia Tech; as well as a Fralin Life Science Institute and Virginia
Bioinformatics Institute NextGen DNA sequencing award.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1

Plant chemodiversity

Plants produce an enormous number of low-molecular weight chemicals. The total number of
plant metabolites has been estimated at over 200,000 [1], but may even number in the millions, as
many more are constantly being discovered with additional surveys providing greater sensitivity
[2] (E. Pichersky (personal communication)). The number of plant terpenes alone is estimated to
be greater than 55,000 [3], while the number of plant alkaloids is somewhere around 12,000 [4].
Many of these chemicals have historically been used by humans for their medicinal properties, or
as lead compounds in searches for novel drugs [5]. Others play a major role in the taste and smell
of food and drink, as well as determine the color and scent of flowers in ornamental plants [6, 7].
While we know of the existence of many phytochemicals, their function in the plant is often far
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less clear. Metabolites involved in plant growth and development are called primary metabolites.
Given the fact that most eukaryotic cells utilize very similar molecular machinery for assembling
viable cells, the spectrum of metabolites involved in primary metabolism is rather narrow and
estimated to be roughly 10,000 known primary metabolites [8]. This constitutes a tiny fraction of
the chemical diversity found among plants so far.
The majority of plant chemical diversity is believed to exist because they give some additional
adaptive advantage to the organism, and therefore are called secondary or specialized metabolites
[9]. The potential adaptive roles that secondary metabolites take are as varied as the ecological
habitats and niches that plants can occupy. They may play an adaptive role in plant defense against
herbivory, microbial pathogens, temperature regulation, or assist in allopathy against the growth
of other plants growing nearby [10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. Other secondary metabolites protect the plant
from UV radiation or desiccation [15]. Alternatively, secondary metabolites may promote favorable ecological interactions by attracting insect or animal pollinators through use of flower color,
scent, or mimicking insect pheromones [7, 16, 17, 18].
The evolution of lignin and phenylpropanoid biosynthesis greatly assisted or even enabled the
transition of life from aquatic to terrestrial habitats hundreds of millions of years ago [19, 20].
The evolution of phenylpropanoids, which absorb energy in the UV-B spectra, allowed organisms
to protect themselves against UV radiation once out of the protective water environment [21].
The production of lignin then allowed these early plants to grow larger and transport water more
efficiently by reinforcing the cell wall [19].
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The evolution of plant secondary metabolism from primary
metabolism

It has long been suspected that the genes involved in plant specialized metabolism arose from those
responsible for primary metabolism [22]. This may have occurred through various processes, such
as gene duplication followed by divergence. That is, a primary metabolic gene may have been
duplicated in the genome, which reduced the selective pressure to maintain the initial activity in
one of the copies [23]. The duplicated copy (paralog) then acquired mutations that changed the
enzyme to perform some new activity (neofunctionalization) that provided a selective advantage
to the plant.
Evidence for this process is plentiful, most notably in the large enzyme families that exist in plants.
Duplicated genes often form adjacent tandem repeats, which may have similar functions or different expression patterns [24, 25]. Having multiple copies of a gene allows for more opportunities for
neofunctionalization by allowing various enzymes to diverge to recognize either new substrates or
perform different reactions with the original substrate. Examples of several large gene families that
seem to have taken this evolutionary trajectory are the terpene synthase, O-methyltransferase, and
cytochrome P450 families [26, 27, 28]. The large number of gene duplicates in plant specialized
metabolism may also be due to the fact that secondary metabolic enzymes tend to have drastically
slower activity (~30-fold less) than primary metabolic enzymes [29]. Some secondary metabolic
enzymes may be expressed at higher levels to compensate for low activity using gene duplicates,
while others are only expressed in specific tissues at certain times, often in response to external
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stimuli [30]. The metabolites produced by such enzymes can accumulate in tissues at up to several
percent of the total dry weight [31, 32]. There are numerous examples of these principles, but only
a few exemplars will be outlined below because they provide especially clear insights into these
processes.
A well-characterized example of a secondary metabolite pathway evolving from a primary metabolite one is in pyrrolizidine alkaloid biosynthesis. The enzyme encoding homospermidine synthase
(HSS) appears to have diverged from the primary metabolic enzyme deoxyhypusine synthase
(DHS) after a duplication of the ancestral DHS gene [33, 34]. DHS is a bifunctional enzyme
performing both HSS activity and the modification of eukaryotic initiation factor 5A (eIF-5A), an
activity performed in all forms of life (Ober, 2003). Both enzymes have homospermidine synthase activity, but only DHS can catalyze the deoxyhypusine synthase activity. HSS is presumed to
have formed as a duplicated DHS enzyme that subsequently lost the initiation factor modification
activity, but retained HSS activity.
Genes involved in secondary metabolism may also give rise to yet other specialized metabolites
through duplication of previously existing secondary metabolic genes followed by divergence of
paralogs. For example, three tandem clustered terpene synthase genes in Arabidopsis thaliana
share high cDNA sequence identity (78-100%), with two of the copies being identical to each other.
The identical copies both express in roots and catalyze the production of 1,8-cineole, while the third
is only found in flowers and produces myrcene and (E)-b-ocimene. All three share identical intron
structure, suggesting that they arose through recent duplication of paralogs followed by divergence
[35].
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Enzymatic diversity

Plant genomes contain anywhere from 20,000-60,000 genes. Of these, roughly 20% of a given
plant genome encodes enzymes that appear to be involved in plant specialized metabolism [36, 37].
This suggests that all of the enzymes used to produce even the 200,000 known secondary metabolites are not present in any one plant genome. Rather, plant chemical diversity overall is large
because the genetic diversity of plant enzymes involved in specialized metabolism is distributed
across many different plant species, each containing different metabolite profiles [22, 38, 39]. Due
to the principle of one enzyme- one mechanism, it is estimated that there are hundreds of thousands of unique enzymes involved in plant specialized metabolism among all plants [22]. While
the number of individual enzymes in specialized metabolism is large, the total number of unique
protein folds is in actuality much smaller [15].

1.4

Enzyme evolutionary models

Many of the reactions producing metabolites in plants are known to be catalyzed by at most one
enzyme each [19]. Enzymes are proteins that catalyze particular chemical reactions in a cell.
Enzymes are comprised of a primary sequence of amino acids (AAs) synthesized into a polypeptide
that subsequently folds into a three dimensional structure. This structure facilitates the interaction
of groups of AAs in the enzyme to interact with specific small molecule chemical substrates,
bringing them together in close-proximity (or modify a single bound substrate) thereby lowering
the activation energy of specific chemical reactions and enhancing the rate of that chemical reaction
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[40]. The shape of the active site cavity in these proteins, along with specific amino acids within
that cavity, often determines the type of substrates that can be acted upon. These proteins are
encoded by individual genes. Specifically, each amino acid (AA) is coded by at least one nucleotide
triplet sequence, called a codon. The universal genetic code is degenerate, since there are 43 (64)
possible codons, yet there are only 21 possible amino acids and three stop codons. This redudancy
of the universal genetic code allows for some protection against mutations (particularly at the
third nucleotide in a codon), as each amino acid may be coded for by up to six codons. Genetic
changes/mutations in these codons may give rise to changes in the corresponding encoded amino
acid in the protein, providing the basis by which evolutionary change occurs.
There are several evolutionary models to explain the origins of plant secondary metabolism. Each
of these models predicts how changes in DNA sequence results in changes affecting enzyme function. Gene duplication is an important aspect of many of these models, providing DNA under less
strong selective pressure than the original gene in which neofunctionalization can occur. Mutations
in genes may occur that confer new enzyme function, such as the recognition of new substrates or
the production of new products from the original substrate. Where these models differ is the
relative order in which these events happen, and the relative importance of when and how natural
selection drives these changes to either fixation or balancing selection. Adaptive or Neo-Darwinian
models place great importance on Darwinian natural selection driving neofunctionalization, particularly adaptive/positive selection [28]. Other models instead claim that genetic drift (mutations
randomly fixing in small populations) is responsible for most genetic diversity and the main driving
force in the rise of new enzyme function [41, 42, 43]. Yet other models suggest some combination
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of the two, such as those developed by Tawfik [44, 45, 46, 47, 48].
Under adaptive/Darwinian models of evolution, a gene must acquire a mutation providing a new
function relatively quickly after duplication in order to prevent the much more common deleterious
mutations from rapidly destroying protein stability or otherwise inactivating the protein. If this
new function provides a phenotype that is selectively advantageous, Darwinian (positive) natural
selection will cause the underlying mutation to become fixed in a population. Anywhere from
33-40% of mutations may be selectively deleterious [45, 49, 50]; and experiments have shown that
protein stability declines exponentially with the addition of more and more mutations [45, 51].
These deleterious mutations primarily affect protein stability, resulting in mis-folded or denatured
protein aggregates that reduce the amount of soluble, correctly folded protein in a cell [52]. In
these models, the rare mutation that is not deleterious but instead selectively advantageous could
cause the encoded protein to perform a new catalytic function, albeit at very low levels. If this
function provides a selective advantage to the plant, natural selection will cause more mutations to
come to fixation that gradually increase the new activity of the encoded enzyme or increase gene
expression.
Kimura’s neutral model of evolution instead suggests that genetic drift is responsible for the majority of evolutionary change [41]. Ohta furthered the idea, suggesting that most amino acid substitutions are instead slightly deleterious rather than completely neutral, and are influenced by both
natural selection and genetic drift [43]. Under this model, a small number of mutations may either be selectively deleterious (under purifying or negative selection), or may be advantageous
and selected for (positive or adaptive selection); however most mutations are selectively neutral
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or nearly-neutral (slightly deleterious). Such nearly-neutral mutations are neither extremely deleterious nor extremely advantageous, but rather have only slightly negative effects on structure or
function. Kimura initially showed that the observed rate of amino acid substitution is too high
for mammalian species to tolerate if the vast majority of mutations are deleterious; therefore most
mutations must be neutral [41]. It is known that many proteins could have regions with many substitutions with almost no negative effect on function [42]. A selective sweep may also fix certain
variations in a population if they are located near a site under positive selection [53]. In many
cases there is a balancing-act aspect of natural selection. That is, there may be conditions or environments where a particular allele is advantageous, but in other environments a different allele is
more advantageous. In these cases selective sweeps can be a disadvantage, as the organism may
need both enzyme functions depending upon which of several different habitats it might potentially
occupy. Not selecting entirely for either function (and thus lose the other) may be a compromise
for withstanding changing environmental conditions.
The traditional notion of ”one enzyme- one mechanism- one chemical product” or highly specialized enzymes may not be an entirely accurate model for understanding protein evolution, especially
the evolution of plant specialized metabolism. Neo-Darwinian models tend to put great importance
on small changes with big effects, whereas neutral evolutionary models are exceedingly gradual,
making it difficult to determine exactly how or when neofunctionalization occurs.
Many enzymes in plant specialized metabolism are catalytically promiscuous when compared with
primary metabolic enzymes [53, 29, 54]. That is, they can catalyze a reaction type using a variety
of different substrates, or they may produce a variety of different products from a single substrate.
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On the other hand, enzymes in primary metabolism are often highly specialized for a specific
substrate(s) and product, and form relatively ordered, linear pathways [15]. In contrast, secondary
metabolic pathways tend to form a web or grid-like structure, with many enzymes feeding several
metabolites into an array of alternative pathways [15].
Protein stability is also very important to enzyme activity. Proteins fold into a three-dimensional
structure, typically driven by hydrophobic amino acid residues forming a hydrophobic core, and
hydrophilic residues interacting with solvent on the outer surface. Mutations in genes that affect
this stability, such as switching a hydrophobic residue with a hydrophilic one and vice versa,
can cause a protein to mis-fold and form non-functional protein aggregates, reducing the level of
soluble catalytically-active protein in a cell [52]. These mutations are typically not tolerated and
selected against (by negative/purifying selection).
One apparent issue in our understanding of protein evolution lies in an apparent conflict between
neutrality and enzyme neofunctionalization [55, 47]. That is, according to the theory of nearlyneutral evolution, (neutral or nearly-neutral) mutations can accumulate with little or no change in
protein function. However, mutations are also expected to have large effects on protein function
or stability (plasticity) due to the fact that they generally occur one at a time [47]. One suggested
answer to this problem is that mutations can be acquired that are only mildly-deleterious to the
native function, yet greatly increase the level of an altered enzyme activity, i.e. a more promiscuous
enzyme. [44]. Similarly, some enzymes may be comprised of a highly-stable ”backbone” structure
that can withstand multiple neutral mutations without losing overall protein stability, as well as a
more flexible active site that is quickly evolvable [47].
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One model proposed by Khersonsky et al. bridges the extremes of a few strong neo-Darwinian
mutations with neutral mutations that actually lead to additional activities, without breaking the
original activity. This model suggests that an enzyme can go from being a specialist in one enzymatic activity to become more of a generalist, expanding its repertoire of catalytic activities without
losing the original function, often through a small number of mutations [44]. Changes in the organism’s environment (and thus selective pressure) may later cause one of these new activities to
be selectively advantageous, causing it to specialize, favoring the new activity and eventually lose
the original enzyme activity [19]. Large increases in this new function (~1,000-fold) can be gained
through a handful of mutations, with only a small (~3.2-fold) loss in the original function [44]. If
gene duplication were to have occurred before this change of function, the original ortholog may
have been under selective pressure to retain the original enzyme function, eventually resulting in
two related genes (paralogs) encoding non-overlapping enzyme functions.
The range (or landscape) of acceptable mutations for protein stability, as pictured by DePristo et al.
as well as Tokuriki and Tawfik, is comprised of a ”window” of neutral space in which mutations
can occur that are not strongly deleterious to organism fitness [56, 46]. As long as long as an
enzyme stays within this neutral space, mutations that do not massively reduce stability are allowed
to accumulate and fix in a population. A mutation that greatly reduces the stability of a protein
may also cause it to form aggregates or lose function, and thus is selected against. Likewise, a
mutation conferring too much stability can also be deleterious, as too much protein rigidity may
decrease the enzyme’s ability to move to accommodate substrates or catalyze reactions, and can
also negatively affect metabolic regulation [46]. Some mutations may also be compensatory for
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other more destabilizing mutations [57, 58, 59]. These mutations can occur before a destabilizing
mutation to provide the necessary structural stability to remain in neutral space, or they can occur
afterwards and ”rescue” the stability of the protein.

1.5

Protein structure and dynamics

More recently, the idea of a protein has changed from that of a single stable structure, to a collection
of multiple, dynamic conformational states that includes the primary native state [60]. The native
state represents that which has been previously selected for, while other, more promiscuous states
may be a consequence of the structural flexibility needed to maintain the native function [61, 62].
The structure of these proteins can be affected by different things, such as the presence of the native
substrate(s) or other potential substrates/binding targets, as well as physiological conditions. This
flexibility may be constrained only to active site residues, such as loops important for catalytic
activity [63, 64], or it may be a property of the entire enzyme fold [47]. While the amino acids in
direct contact with the substrate may not be changed, other residues nearby may affect the overall
turnover rate of the reaction by speeding up the process of product release [47]. Other proteins can
shift entirely between multiple unrelated folded states, rearranging the entire structure [65]; such
as has been observed in the protein lymphotactin [66].
It has also been noted that protein flexibility and enzyme activity promiscuity appear to be linked
in some way [47]. This promiscuity tends to come at a cost, as more flexible enzymes are also
inherently more unstable [67, 68]. For example, the cytochrome P450 CYP2B4 has a flexible active
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site that can accommodate and act upon a wide range of substrates; forming an open conformation
when binding large substrates, and a closed one when binding smaller substrates [69]. Other
P450s may be fairly rigid and only recognize few substrates (such as CYP2A6) while others are
much more flexible and accommodate a wide range of substrates (CYP3A4) [70]. Enzymes in
primary metabolism tend to have very low measurable promiscuous activity, if any, and are usually
structurally stable [15].
Many mutations that increase one promiscuous function may also increase the activity of other
promiscuous functions. For example, in a study of two closely-related sesquiterpene synthases
from Tobacco and Henbane (5-epi-aristolochene synthase, TEAS and premnaspirodiene synthase,
HPS respectively), pairwise substitutions between the two not only changed activity from one
enzyme type to the other in in vitro assays, but also resulted in new products not produced by
either wild-type enzyme [71]. The native TEAS also produces up to 24 minor products in addition
to 5-epi-aristolochene [72]. This promiscuity could be caused by more flexibility in the active site
[67].

1.6

Convergent evolution

The above models are typical descent with modification of a basic chemical transformation with
different substrates. That is, enzymes with one activity giving rise to enzymes performing similar
activities. There is also growing evidence that some biochemical pathways have evolved several
times independently in different plant lineages [8]. These pathways may evolve from enzymes per-
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forming very different functions (convergent evolution) [73, 74]. These plants may use different,
unrelated enzymes to catalyze the same type of chemical reaction, or they may use different substrates but arrive at the same product [8]. For example, hydroxynitrile lyase enzymes, responsible
for the biosynthesis and release of the toxic chemical hydrogen cyanide in response to herbivory,
have been shown to have evolved independently at least three times in different plant lineages [75].
In other cases, some plants may evolve the ability to synthesize metabolites that, while chemically
or structurally different, produce a similar phenotype [8]. An example of this would be in metabolites responsible for flower pigmentation. Various anthocyanins, which (when accumulated) give
flowers a reddish or blueish color, are found in many plant lineages [6]. Most of the members of
one plant lineage do not contain anthocyanins, but achieve a similar flower color phenotype by
producing betacyanins instead [76].
The convergent evolution in plant specialized metabolism may be a result of, or consequence of, the
generally-more promiscuous nature of enzymes in specialized metabolic pathways. Pathways in
specialized metabolism commonly form a grid (or web) of interacting enzyme-mediated reactions,
rather than relatively-linear pathways as is found in primary metabolism [19].

1.7

Protein engineering

The principles of past molecular evolution events in plant specialized metabolism has broad applicability to rational protein engineering for desired improved characteristics. A common approach
to evaluate the evolution of one enzyme activity to that of another utilizes comparative protein
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multiple sequence alignments between two closely related but distinct enzyme families, each with
a different substrate or product profile. The objective is to identify amino acids that are highly conserved (i.e. under purifying selection and presumably conferring enzyme specificity) within each
group of enzymes, but that differ between the two groups. This two-dimensional analysis can be
refined somewhat by examining the three-dimensional protein structural information to determine
if these separately conserved amino acids are part of the substrate binding or active sites for the
two differing enzymes. Site-directed mutagenesis and in vitro biochemical assays of recombinant
protein can then be used to determine if these identified sites are important for enzyme specificity.
This approach can lead to the desired outcome [77]. However in a great many cases, usually unreported, these methods result in either destabilized or otherwise nonfunctional protein, indicating
that the modified residues are necessary for one activity but are not the sole determinates necessary
for the other [78, 79, 80, 81, 82]. Other approaches, such as three-dimensional protein structure
contact-mapping strategies, have been somewhat more successful [72], but a comprehensive rule
for successfully identifying these sites in all or many enzyme families has not yet been elucidated.
Since proteins found in plants are their modern-day incarnations, attempts to interconvert these
enzymes may not be successful due to unknown important adaptive intermediates between extant
and ancestral forms of the enzymes. These ancestral enzymes may have been more promiscuous
than their modern day forms, which later came under selective pressure to perform a single activity
at the expense of the other. Other groups have attempted to resurrect these ancient proteins through
ancestral state reconstruction analyses [58]. The amino acid sequence at different splits in a phylogeny can be predicted using statistical models of protein evolution, with the aim of elucidating
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the structure and/or catalytic activity of the ancestral form [78].

1.8

Quantifying natural selection

Natural selection is a common aspect to all evolutionary models. Ironically, natural selection is
also typically the least characterized aspect of the evolution of a given gene family, for which there
is only indirect quantifiable evidence. While this important attribute is generally unknown, it can
be quantitatively modeled and thus measured. Methods of statistically quantifying the forces of
natural selection on a gene family have been developed that measure the ratio of nonsynonymous
to synonymous mutation rates (dN /dS ) at individual codon triplets in a multiple sequence alignment
(site models), at specific branches in a phylogenetic tree (branch models), or a combination of both
(branch-site models) [83]. If there is a higher rate of synonymous mutations than nonsynonymous
ones (dN /dS <1), then fewer mutations are tolerated at that site, and that site can be said to be
under purifying or negative selection. This site If the rates of nonsynonymous and synonymous
mutations are relatively equal (dN /dS = 1), then that site is tolerating a variety of mutations and
is undergoing neutral selection. Sites with a dN /dS greater than 1 are differentially acquiring new
nonsynonymous mutations and are said to be under positive/adaptive/Darwinian selection. These
methods have been used to detect positive selection [84] or purifying selection [85] in a population.
One caveat is that these methods (calculating dN /dS ratios) are most relevant for detecting extant
signals of natural selection pressure, but not necessarily ancient ones. Past selective sweeps or
strong purifying selection in ancient genes may ”erase” sequence diversity in the extant genes,
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limiting our ability to trace the path of evolution.

1.9

Research objectives

A major objective in this research was to develop a method for rational protein engineering that
uses quantitative measures of the forces of natural selection [83] combined with 3D protein structural information to identify sites important for neofunctionalization within divergent gene families. This schema was developed using a meta-analysis of a well-characterized sesquiterpene
synthase enzyme family (tobacco 5-epi-aristolochene synthase and henbane premnaspirodiene
synthase) to determine important patterns of natural selection at nine sites previously known to
be important for catalytic activity specificity [72, 71]. We then applied and attempted to refine
our methodology on a gene family encoding a tropane alkaloid biosynthesis pathway enzyme
(putrescine N-methyltransferase, PMT) and it’s progenitor from primary metabolism (spermidine
synthase, SPDS). The goal of this method was to identify sites that may not have been previously
chosen based on naive examination of conserved differences in multiple sequence alignments, but
still play a role in determining substrate or product specificity. The predictions from this approach
were tested using assays of modified recombinant protein in an attempt to convert a SPDS to have
PMT activity.
Another research objective focused on phylogenetic investigations into the possibility that plant Nmethyltransferase enzymes involved in different alkaloid biosynthetic pathways evolved by convergent evolutionary trajectories. In order to thoroughly test this hypothesis, deep phylogenetic
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searches were performed with the intent of finding any possible ancient common homologs between several different N-methyltransferases involved in nicotine, tropane, and nortropane alkaloid (nicotine/scopolamine/calystegines, etc), purine alkaloid (caffeine), and benzylisoquinoline
alkaloid (sanguinarine/morphine) biosynthetic pathways.
The final objective, while somewhat separate from the previous objectives, focused on another
plant secondary metabolite. Poison ivy is infamous for causing delayed allergenic contact dermatitis symptoms in humans. The small molecule secondary metabolite responsible for causing the
characteristic poison ivy skin rash is called urushiol. Although the chemical composition of urushiol has been known for decades, the gene enzyme systems responsible for urushiol synthesis have
not been identified. To this end, a fourth research objective focused on utilizing Next-Generation
DNA sequencing to develop genetic resources suitable for investigating urushiol biosynthesis in
poison ivy.
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Abstract

Plant secondary (or specialized) metabolism consists of an enormous array of metabolites that
likely provide a selectable benefit to the plant. Many of these plants have been used for thousands of years for medicinal purposes due to their ability to affect specific physiologies of various
animals and microbes. Understanding how plant enzymes evolve to produce these complex smallmolecule therapeutics and other economically important metabolites can benefit in the quest to
rationally modify existing enzymes to produce novel compounds. To this end, a meta-analysis of
two members of a biochemically well characterized terpene synthase gene family was performed to
reveal patterns of past natural selection responsible for enzyme reaction product specificity. These
studies showed that eight of the nine sites previously identified as important for product-specificity
were under stronger negative selective pressure (had a smaller dN /dS ) in members encoding premnaspirodiene synthase (HPS) activity compared with those encoding 5-epi-aristolochene synthase
(TEAS) activity. These sites had a DdN /dS greater than 0.2. We propose that sites under different
levels of purifying selection between two gene families (large DdN /dS ) may be good predictors of
which sites impart neofunctionalization.

2.2

Introduction

Plants produce a vast number of small-molecule metabolites. While many metabolites are directly
involved in plant growth and development (so-called primary metabolites), an even greater number
of phytochemicals are presumably produced because they confer some selective advantage (known
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as specialized or secondary metabolites). With currently known specialized metabolites numbering
over 200,000 [8], and estimated to be over 1 million (Eran Pichersky, personal communication),
these chemicals play a multitude of possible roles in plant survival. Specialized metabolites, such
as alkaloids [86, 87, 88, 89, 90], cyanogenic glucosides [91], and terpenes [92], have been shown
to provide defense against herbivores. They also play a role in temperature regulation and are responsible for flower color and scent [93]. Natural products compose of over 70% of anti-cancer
drugs to date [94], and many plant metabolites have long been used by humans for their medicinal properties [95]. Many of these metabolites are structurally complex and are very difficult to
synthesize synthetically because of many chiral centers. These plant natural products have been
gradually shaped by evolutionary pressure over long time scales to keep up with changing targets
and environments [96]. Understanding how plants evolved to produce these diverse chemicals has
applications in many fields, particularly protein engineering.
There have been numerous attempts at engineering new enzyme activities or converting activities between closely related enzymes so far, with some more successful than others [97]. Various
strategies have been employed, including ancestral state reconstruction [78, 98, 99], directed evolution experiments [100], contact mapping/3D structural analysis [72], as well as examination of
comparative multiple sequence alignments (MSA) [82, 101]. Attempts often result in ”dead” or
inactive enzymes with no new activity and loss of the original activity. Protein stability is often
negatively affected as well, resulting in the formation of insolube aggregates and inclusion bodies. Additionally, when enzymes are successfully engineered to have new activity, their catalytic
efficiency is often much less than that of wild-type enzymes.
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Much work has gone into elucidating the path of neofunctionalization in proteins, and several
models have been put forward in an attempt to explain it. Enzymes can gain new activities (albeit
at much lower levels relative to the original) from relatively few mutations and with little loss of
the original function [44]. However, increasing numbers of mutations causes protein instability
[45, 51]. This dichotomy has made protein engineering difficult [55, 47]. One model of enzyme
evolution proposes that enzymes transition from being more specialist, only recognizing one or
few substrates, to being more generalist, by recognizing more substrates or perhaps showing an
altered catalytic reaction profile[44]. If those new functions are selectively advantageous, the gene
encoding that enzyme may undergo further mutations to then become a specialist for the new enzyme activity, possibly at the expense of losing the original activity. Gene duplication at a number
of time points before or after this occurring can act to preserve the original function in one enzyme
(ortholog) while allowing the other paralog to acquire new activities with little negative effect on
the original ortholog’s role in plant physiology [23]. Ohta’s nearly neutral model of evolution states
that most mutations are selectively neutral or very mildly deleterious (nearly neutral) [43, 102]. It
is thought that ancestral enzymes had broad specificity, and later gene duplication and divergence
is responsible for the large quantity and variety of current enzymes [103]. This ability for enzymes
to rapidly acquire new activities may come from an inherent flexibility in protein structure [67].
There is a range of protein stability that is acceptable for enzyme activity. Mutations causing
a protein to become too unstable will cause it to lose all activity and/or aggregate, while mutations causing too much stability will affect regulation as well as may reduce activity dependent
on structural flexibility, and will also be selected against [47]. This window of selectively neu-
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tral mutation space allows for several possibilities for acquiring new enzyme activity. Mutations
causing a change of function may be mildly destabilizing. These mutations could be preceded or
followed by compensatory mutations to regain stability. Chaperone proteins may also effectively
”widen” the range of acceptable mutations by allowing more destabilizing mutations to occur and
be tolerated [47].
In plants, the terpene synthases (TPS) form a large group of related secondary metabolic enzymes
that produce upwards of 55,000 unique terpenes, all of which are derived from different numbers
of conjugated isoprene units as substrate [3]. Most of these complex chemicals are involved in
plant defense in various ways [104, 105]. Volatile terpenes may deter insects feeding on the plant
or attract the predators of these insects [106, 107, 108], while others may also act in inter-plant
communications, warning other plants of herbivory [109].
The initial substrates for TPSs are formed from different combinations of two metabolites,
isopentyl diphosphate (IPP) and dimethylallyl diphosphate (DMAPP). These substrates can be
derived from either of two distinct pathways, the methylerythritol phosphate (MEP) pathway and
the mevalonic acid (MVA) pathway. The MEP pathway is performed in the plastid and generates
GPP and GGPP, which are used by monoterpene and diterpene synthases [110]. The MVA pathway is located primarily in the peroxisome [111] and is responsible for the production of FPP, used
by sesquiterpene synthases.
Terpene synthases are grouped according to their common substrates. Monoterpenes all utilize (E)geranyl diphosphate (GPP) as substrate, which is comprised of two isoprene units; while sesquiterpene synthases all catalyze reactions using (E,E)-farnesyl diphosphate (FPP), which is comprised
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of three conjugated isoprenes. Plant diterpenes all utilize (E,E,E)-geranylgeranyl diphosphate
(GGPP), which is comprised of four isoprene units. These enzymes have similar reaction mechanisms and may perform relatively complex reactions on the initial substrates, ionizing, cyclizing,
and aromatizing all in one enzyme [72, 112]. In each case, divalent metals bound to the TPS enzyme contribute to the ionization of the isoprenoid substrate, forming carbocation intermediates
which can then become cyclized or further rearranged to form the terpene products [113].
Plant hemi-, mono-, sesqui-, and diterpene synthases all appear to share a common ancestor, most
likely a diterpene synthase involved in primary metabolism [114, 115, 93]. More than 100 terpene synthases have been identified in plants, forming a large superfamily and contributing to the
enormous variety of terpenes [93].
Two closely related plant sesquiterpene synthases, N. tabacum 5-epi-aristolochene synthase
(TEAS) and H. muticus premnaspirodiene synthase (HPS), have been extensively studied and
characterized. TEAS and HPS share 72% amino acid (AA) identity [72]. Both utilize farnesyl
diphosphate (FPP) as substrate, yet each yields different reaction product profiles (Figure 2.1).
Once FPP is ionized, it can form a variety of different carbocation intermediates that can lead to
a diverse array of alternative cyclization products. Wild-type TEAS catalyzes the ionization of
FPP, and further cyclizes it twice, eventually forming mostly 5-epi-aristolochene as well as 24
other minor products [72]. The synthesis of 5-epi-aristolochene is the first committed step in the
biosynthesis of the plant phytoalexin capsidiol, which serves as an antifungal agent [116].
HPS performs similar functions, but produces premnaspirodiene as it’s main product as well as
14 other minor products [15]. Both 5-epi-aristolochene synthases (5EAS) and premnaspirodiene
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Figure 2.1: TEAS and HPS pathways. Both TEAS and HPS utilize farnesyl diphosphate as substrate, but produce either 5-epi-aristolochene or premnaspirodiene, respectively, along with other
minor products.

synthases (PS) share a similar protein fold (Figure 2.5) with two major domains: an inactive Nterminal domain with structure similar to the ”class II terpenoid synthase fold” [116, 117], and
a C-terminal domain containing the active site [118], which is comprised largely of hydrophobic
residues [119], matching a well-known ”class I terpenoid synthase” fold [116]. Several terpene
cyclase motifs have been identified in TEAS, particularly a DDxxD dual Mg2+ binding domain
[120] at the entrance of the active site, and a ”NSE/DTE” domain that binds a third Mg2+ [119].
These three Mg2+ ions bind and position the diphosphate moiety within the active site.
Based on 3D crystal structures of TEAS (pdb:5EAT and 5EAU) and a homology model of HPS,
it was found that presumed active site residues in contact with the substrate are the same in both
HPS and TEAS and therefore residues controlling product specificity must be outside the active
site [118]. Domain swapping experiments between TEAS and HPS yielded enzymes with mixed
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product profiles [121]. Using a contact mapping strategy, Greenhagen et al. identified 9 residues
in so-called ”second tier” sites (residues in contact with active site residues) that differ between
TEAS and HPS. When these ”second tier” site amino acids are interconverted between TEAS and
HPS, the nine substitutions result in a switch in product profiles to the alternate enzyme [72].
Stepwise mutagenesis of these residues in TEAS shows an additive effect, and a mutant containing
all nine mutations results in a near total conversion to HPS. Corresponding substitutions in HPS
also result in a product profile similar to TEAS. They then created a mutant library containing
all 512 (29 ) permutations of these nine substitutions and measured the product profile of each to
examine the catalytic landscape [71]. These detailed structure function studies established which
sites are responsible for determining HPS and TEAS enzyme reaction product specificity.
The objective of this study was to identify patterns of natural selection in TEAS and HPS, specifically at the nine sites known to be important for product profile specificity. There are methods
that can quantitatively estimate the forces of natural selection on a gene family or at specific codon
sites in a given gene. One such method, as performed by the program PAML [83], fits several
models (with and without parameters for positive/adaptive selection) to a dataset to calculate the
ratio of the nonsynonymous to synonymous mutation rates (dN /dS , or w). These dN /dS values can
be inferred for whole genes (averaged across sites) at specific branches in a phylogenetic tree, or
at individual codon sites in a multiple sequence alignment (MSA). A dN /dS value less than one
means the rate of synonymous mutations is higher than the rate of nonsynonymous ones, inferring
that amino acid changes are not being permitted at that site (purifying or negative selection). A
dN /dS equal to one indicates equal rates of nonsynonymous and synonymous mutations, implying
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that there is no bias whatsoever in which AAs are being substituted, and therefore an indication of
neutral selection. Positive (or adaptive) selection can be inferred as sites with a dN /dS greater than
one, indicating that there are significant differential biases in AA substitutions that are occurring
in the protein. This pattern is associated with positive/adaptive/Darwinian natural selection acting
on the gene family.

2.3

Methods

A protein BLASTP search of the NCBI nr database (as of June 29, 2010) for amino acid sequences
similar to tobacco 5EAS (Accession Q40577.3) using the BLOSUM45 matrix and an e-value cutoff of 10-72 yielded 524 sequences. Crystal structure sequences were removed (as the corresponding protein sequence was already represented), and the remaining sequences were aligned using
MAFFT E-INS-I [122]. ProtTest 2.2 [123] identified the JTT+G+F model as the best fitting amino
acid model. A 1024 replicate Maximum Likelihood (ML) bootstrap phylogenetic analysis, as well
as a 100 replicate ML search were performed on this dataset using the program GARLI [124], and
a majority-rule ML search consensus tree was produced using PAUP* [125] and sumtrees.py [126].
Bootstrap values were also mapped to the best overall ML search tree. The sequences in the clade
containing known TEAS-like and HPS-like sequences were then aligned separately with MAFFT
E-INS-I. Using ProtTest 2.2, The JTT+I+G+F model was identified as the best fitting amino acid
model for the smaller dataset. A 100 replicate ML search phylogenetic analysis was performed
using GARLI, and the best overall likelihood tree was selected for further analysis. Nucleotide
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sequences corresponding to each protein sequence in the MSA were downloaded from NCBI, and
mapped to the alignment using PAL2NAL [127]. PAML [83] was used to test various models
of evolution over the codon alignment as well as datasets containing only aligned TEAS-like sequences or HPS-like sequences. The F61 model was identified as having the best likelihood and
was used for all branch and site codon model analyses.
A ML phylogenetic analysis of TEAS and HPS-like amino acid sequences showed a close sistergrouping relationship between these two terpene synthases (Figure 2.3a). A similarity search of
N. tabacum 5EAS yielded both TEAS-like sequences and HPS-like sequences, as well as numerous plant sesquiterpene synthases. All biochemically characterized TEAS-like and HPS-like
sequences formed a monophyletic clade. Proteins with 5EAS activity clustered together separately
from those with PS activity (Figure 2.3b), as identified previously [71]. The sequences closest
to the 5EAS/PS split had various sesquiterpene synthase activities, catalyzing the formation of
germacrene, delta-cadinene, or (E)-B-farnesene. This suggests that TEAS and HPS likely share
a recent common ancestor in the sesquiterpene synthases, and that they likely diverged relatively
early in the Solanaceae.

2.4

Results

The evolutionary trajectories of TEAS and HPS presuppose natural selection forces that promoted
the differentiation of these two enzyme specificities. Therefore, we became interested in measuring
contemporary natural selection acting upon these enzymes and especially the nine sites known to
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be important for enzyme product profile specificity as a means of gaining a clearer understanding
how natural selection affects protein evolution. A thorough meta-analysis of this model dataset
using quantitative measures of past natural selection should reveal important patterns for neofunctionalization in enzyme evolution.
Figure 2.2: ML search tree of TEAS and HPS homologs with non-parametric bootstrap support
values mapped to branches. The tree with the best overall likelihood score out of 100 ML search
replicates was selected and bootstrap support values were mapped to branches. Bootstrap values
are labeled as percentages out of 1024 bootstrap replicates. Taxa labeled red have proven TEAS
activity. Taxa labeled green have proven HPS activity. Blue taxa are probable HPS-like enzymes.

PAML was run on the original dataset containing known TEAS-like and HPS-like sequences, as
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Table 2.1: Likelihood ratio test of PAML site models for TEAS and HPS. PAML site analyses were
performed on the three indicated datasets. The M1a and M2a models bin sites into two or three
categories, with w values restricted to less than 1 or equal to 1, as well as w values greater than
one (positive selection) in the M2a model. The M7 and M8 models bin sites in a beta distribution
from 0 to 1; as well as a bin for w values greater than 1 in the M8 model (positive selection).
The M1a and M2a models likelihood ratio test (LRT) is a more conservative measure of positive
selection than the M7 and M8 models LRT. A hyphen (”-”) indicates the model does not include
that parameter.
TEAS/HPS combined
Model

lnL

M1a

-11532.6

M2a

-11532.6

M7

-11486.1

M8

-23768.0

LRT p-value
1

<0.01

w <1

w=1

w >1

0.1214

1

-

0.1214

1

1

-

-

-

-

-

1.6382

TEAS alone
Model

lnL

M1a

-5988.38

M2a

-5988.38

M7

-5988.82

M8

-5980.09

LRT p-value
1

<0.01

w <1

w=1

w >1

0.1198

1

-

0.1198

1

1

-

-

-

-

-

3.6263

HPS alone
Model

lnL

M1a

-6779.92

M2a

-6779.92

M7

-6770.40

M8

-6767.71

LRT p-value
1
1

w <1

w=1

w >1

0.0826

1

-

0.0826

1

1

-

-

-

-

-

1.2697
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well as datasets containing only TEAS-like or HPS-like sequences based on topology in the phylogenetic tree (Figure 2.3b) and important differences in the protein multiple sequence alignment
(MSA) as described in Greenhagen et al. 2006. Using a likelihood ratio test (LRT) on the strict
M1a/M2a models (which model purifying and neutral selection or purifying, neutral, and positive
selection), PAML did not detect significant positive selection in any of the combined or individual
datasets (Table 2.1). Using the more relaxed M7/M8 models (which model purifying and neutral selection as a beta distribution, and may (M8) or may not (M7) allow for positively selected
sites) the LRT found support for positive selection in both the combined TEAS-HPS dataset and
the TEAS-like datasets.
The nine known amino acid sites affecting TEAS and HPS product-specificity determined by the
Noel lab [72] were then examined for distinct patterns of natural selection using the neutral M7
codon model in the three datasets since none of the nine sites were found to have significant positive selection in any of the analyses. Since there was no detected positive selection, we were
interested in what character of natural selection was occurring at these sites, whether purifying or
neutral. Graphing the distribution of dN /dS values across the three datasets (Figure 2.4) revealed
different profiles of natural selection in TEAS and HPS. In HPS, approximately 60% of all sites
had dN /dS values between 0 and 0.1, indicating strong purifying selection. In contrast, only 14.8%
of sites in TEAS were under strong purifying selection (dN /dS less than 0.1). While sites in HPS
skewed towards strong purifying selection, sites in TEAS were under apparently more relaxed (but
not neutral) selection ( dN /dS between 0.1 and 1). The consistent selective differences between
these two enzymes led an interest in the differences between the two gene families at the nine
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Figure 2.3: Phylogenetic analyses of TEAS and HPS-like sequences. a. A 1024-replicate nonparametric bootstrap maximum likelihood (ML) consensus tree of amino acid sequences similar
to tobacco 5EAS (BLAST e-value cutoff 10-72 ). Sequences with known TEAS or HPS activity are
marked. Bootstrap scores are reported as percentages. b. Best overall ML search tree of TEAS and
HPS homologs. The optimal likelihood tree from a 100-replicate ML search using GARLI was
selected and used for later analyses. Sequences colored red have proven TEAS activity. Sequences
colored green have biochemically characterized HPS activity. Blue sequences are annotated as
probable HPS enzymes.
(a)

(b)
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catalytically-important sites. At eight of the nine sites responsible for product-specificity, purifying selection was stronger in HPS than in TEAS. These eight sites each had a difference in dN /dS
value (DdN /dS ) of 0.2 or greater (Table 2.2). This may be indicative of a past selective sweep in
HPS as this activity became selectively advantageous in the plants producing HPS. Strong differences in selective pressure (DdN /dS ) may be indicative of sites important for one enzyme activity
but not necessarily the other.
Figure 2.4: Distribution of dN /dS values across three datasets (TEAS-like genes, HPS-like genes,
and both combined) calculated using the PAML M7 model. The numbers above bars indicate
the count of the nine sites identified as important for product-profile specificity as identified by
Greenhagen et al. with dN /dS falling in that range. Sites with dN /dS values close to zero indicate
strong purifying selection. Values around one indicate neutral selection. Values greater than one
indicate positive selection. In these analyses, the likelihood ratio test between PAML models M7
and M8 supported positive selection in the TEAS-like and TEAS/HPS combined datasets, but not in
the HPS-like dataset. Comparisons were therefore made using the M7 model for all three datasets.

Mapping DdN /dS values onto their corresponding amino acid in the 3D crystal structure of TEAS
with substrate analog (PDB:5EAT) revealed a map of differences in natural selection between these
two enzymes (Figure 2.5). Sites with a DdN /dS greater than 0.2 comprised 194 out of 548 (35.4%)
of total amino acid positions, and just 51 of 177 (28.8%) of sites within 15Å of the active site.
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Table 2.2: PAML site model analysis results for nine sites important for differentiating TEAS and
HPS activity. The M7 model was used for estimating dN /dS values.

2.5

AA position responsible for altered activity

TEAS/HPS
combined
dN /dS

TEAS dN /dS

HPS dN /dS

TEASvs.HPS
DdN /dS

TEAS Ala-274

0.266

0.364

0.072

0.292

TEAS Val-291

0.192

0.285

0.052

0.233

TEAS Val-372

0.261

0.559

0.051

0.508

TEAS Thr-402

0.299

0.406

0.074

0.332

TEAS Thr-406

0.475

0.597

0.075

0.552

TEAS Ser-436

0.235

0.537

0.032

0.505

TEAS Ile-438

0.139

0.336

0.059

0.277

TEAS Ile-439

0.159

0.092

0.080

0.012

TEAS Val-516

0.188

0.288

0.049

0.239

Discussion

Signals of positive selection have previously been used to identify sites important for neofunctionalization [128], however in this study there was very little support for contemporary positive
selection acting on the extant TEAS and HPS gene families. While the likelihood ratio test identified the PAML M8 model as significantly better than the M7 model in the whole gene TEAS
(p-value <0.001) and TEAS-HPS combined (p-value <0.01) datasets (Table 2.1), very few individual sites were under positive selection. When dN /dS values were mapped to the crystal structure
of TEAS bound with a substrate analog (PDB:5EAT), the few sites identified as under positive selection were either on the surface of the protein or were far from the active site, and thus unlikely
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to directly influence catalytic activity. However, it is formally possible that these more distant
sites promoted overall enzyme stability and thus were important for manifesting an adaptive trait
overall. Thus, positive selection did not seem to be operating on these extant gene families at
amino acid positions critical for either substrate binding or at second tier sites responsible for determining reaction product specificity [71]. Instead, using the PAML M7 model for comparisons
between datasets, all sites in both TEAS and/or HPS had dN /dS values less than 0.9. Many of these
sites were under strong purifying selection (<0.2) and presumably essential for overall enzyme
activity. However, there were also a number of sites that do not clearly fall into positive selection
nor purifying selection.
Figure 2.5: 3D crystal structure of Tobacco 5EAT (PDB: 5EAT) with DdN /dS values mapped to
residues. Differences in selective pressure between TEAS and HPS are indicated by a gradient
from blue to red (0.0 through 0.5). Substrate farnesyl diphosphate (FPP) is colored green. Sites
with a large DdN /dS indicate different selective pressure between TEAS and HPS.
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Interestingly, a large proportion of sites had somewhat intermediate dN /dS values between 0.1 and
0.6 (60.9% of sites in TEAS-HPS combined dataset), indicating some intermediate form of relaxed
natural selection between strong purifying selection (dN /dS less than 0.1) and neutral selection
(dN /dS equal to ~1). It is unclear exactly what value or range of dN /dS values equates to Ohta’s
nearly-neutral selection, that is, sites that are only somewhat selectively deleterious and not undergoing pure neutral selection.
HPS appears to be under overall stronger selective pressure than TEAS (Figure 2.4), with a large
proportion (57.8% versus 14.8% in TEAS) of sites under very strong purifying selection (dN /dS
values less than 0.1). In contrast, TEAS appeared to be under more relaxed selection with a majority
of sites (85.1%) having dN /dS values greater than 0.1 but less that 1.0. The combined TEAS/HPS
dataset had a distribution of dN /dS values somewhat in between those of the TEAS or HPS alone
datasets.
The TEAS and HPS enzymes have active sites very similar to one another, with many of the same
residues in the active site. Product specificity appears to be contingent on the overall shape of the
active site rather than specific amino acids differences at the interface of substrate binding. Many
of these active site residues and residues in other catalytically important regions are under strong
purifying selection (dN /dS <0.1) in both TEAS and HPS, reflecting the selection to maintain the
overall sesquiterpene synthase fold. The first two aspartate residues in the metal-binding DDXXD
conserved motif [116] appear to be under strong purifying selection in both TEAS and HPS, though
the third is under slightly less strong selection in TEAS, as well as the two non specific residues in
the motif. Residues further from the active site tend to be under less strong selection. As long as
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the general shape of the protein fold is maintained, more mutations are tolerated at those sites.
Of the nine catalytically important sites identified by Greenhagen, all nine were under strong purifying selection in HPS (dN /dS <0.1), while in TEAS eight of the nine sites were under less strong
selection, with dN /dS values between 0.2 and 0.7. Comparing equivalent sites in TEAS and HPS,
these eight sites had a difference in dN /dS , or DdN /dS , of 0.2 or greater (Table 2.2). These sites
may be under stronger selective pressure in HPS to maintain its high specificity towards the premnaspirodiene product. This may also be reflected in the relatively smaller number of minor products
produced by HPS (14) compared to TEAS (24). In the regions previously identified as catalytically
important for 5EAS and PS activity (TEAS sites 261-443) [121], 56 sites had a DdN /dS of 0.2 or
greater, out of 182 total sites. Of these, only 10 sites within 12.5Å of the active site and differed
in TEAS and HPS had a DdN /dS of 0.2 or more. Eight of these positions were those identified by
Greenhagen et al.
The phylogenetic analyses clearly demonstrate that HPS and TEAS arose from a recent common
ancestor. It is possible that the ancestral terpene synthase-like enzyme to TEAS and HPS was catalytically promiscuous and produced a variety of products, and thus was under less strong selective
pressure towards producing one specific product. This would reflect the hypothesis that ancestral
enzymes were more promiscuous and/or structurally disorganized [15]. The contemporary signals
of natural selection acting on the TEAS gene family were consistent with this pattern, because there
were both weak signals of positive selection overall and at specific sites distant from the catalytic
center. Moreover, there were proportionally more sites showing intermediary signals of natural
selection (>0.2 but less than 1.0), suggesting some balance between neutral selection/genetic drift
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and purifying selection. This spectrum of natural selection operating between purifying and purely
neutral was likely important for the evolution of the TEAS gene family. This pattern of natural selection can be thought of as ”effectively mutable protein space”. Thus, contemporary TEAS gene
family appears to be rather tolerant to natural selection operating within this ”effectively mutable” or nearly neutral evolutionary trajectory. On the other hand, natural selection acting on the
contemporary HPS gene family seems to be on a different evolutionary trajectory.
In contrast to TEAS and combined TEAS-HPS datasets, the HPS dataset did not show any evidence
of positive selection. Moreover, the proportion of sites showing purifying selection was substantially greater. For these reasons, it is likely that the extant HPS gene family underwent an episode
of strong purifying selection typified by a small population undergoing a selective sweep because
it conferred a strong adaptive advantageous to the plant in response to a fungal pathogen.
At this juncture it is difficult to determine if the ancestral terpene synthase gene that gave rise to
HPS and TEAS was a generalist or specialist. In one scenario, the ancestral enzyme had HPS-like
activity, and a gene duplication event allowed for one copy to become more generalist and eventually encode TEAS-like activity. This would explain the relaxed selection in the TEAS dataset.
Alternatively, the ancestral enzyme may have been more of a generalist enzyme tolerant of many
alleles that contributed to catalytic diversity, from which one unique allele provided HPS activity
that conferred a strong selective advantage in a particular ecological habitat, thereby giving rise to
the HPS gene family.
Based on this meta-analysis of existing TEAS/HPS data, we hypothesize that sites in or relatively
close to the active site with large DdN /dS values might be used to identify a relatively small number
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of critical amino acid sites that, when altered, have a high probability of resulting in productive
enzyme neofunctionalization. Combining these quantitative measures of natural selection with 3D
structural data provides a visualization of past and present selection on a gene family, and may
have applications in engineering other enzyme systems.

Chapter 3
Investigations into molecular
evolution-guided protein engineering of
putrescine N-methyltransferase and
spermidine synthase
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Abstract

Determining the evolutionary path to neofunctionalization is of special interest to rational protein engineering. Current protein engineering approaches use either comparative protein multiple
sequence alignments, or high frequency random mutagenesis to obtain enzymes with modified
properties. Specific patterns in quantitative measures of the forces of natural selection, particularly
the nonsynonymous to synonymous mutation rate ratio (dN /dS ) might provide new opportunities
to define ”effective mutable space”. We propose that the combination of (3D) protein structural
data with quantitative measures of natural selection (EVO) may provide a novel method for rational protein engineering (3D-EVO). This methodology was first examined with a meta-analysis
of a well-studied model system of two closely-related terpene synthases, and then applied to two
other closely-related gene families (spermidine synthase and putrescine N-methyltransferase) to
predict which residues are responsible for determining substrate specificity of these two closely
related enzyme families. These predictions were tested using a synthetic gene expressing a recombinant spermidine synthase protein engineered with the objective of expressing putrescine Nmethyltransferase activity. Biochemical analysis of the engineered SPDS recombinant protein did
not indicate neofunctionalization with putrescine N-methyltransferase activity. Possible deficiencies with this approach are discussed.
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Introduction

Plants produce a vast number of small molecular-weight chemicals, many of which are not necessary for plant growth and development, but rather confer some other selective advantage (socalled secondary or specialized metabolism). These metabolites may play a role in defense against
herbivory, attract pollinators, defend against pathogens, or regulate temperature, among others
[10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. It has been estimated that these metabolites number over 200,000 [8] and may
even number in the millions (Eran Pichersky, personal communication). There are over 12,000
known alkaloids [129] and more than 55,000 identified terpenes [3].
Despite what is known about the existence of phytochemical diversity, relatively little is known
about how plants evolved to produce them. There has been much debate over whether neofunctionalization arises primarily through adaptive/Darwinian/positive selection, nearly-neutral genetic
drift, or some combination of the two. The adaptive or Neo-Darwinian models of evolution claim
that the vast majority of amino acid-changing mutations in codons are deleterious and are selected
against (aka purifying selection), while a select few are drastically advantageous and are immediately selected for [34, 22]. Neofunctionalization thus occurs when a gene acquires a mutation
that changes the function of the encoded protein, producing new metabolites that are of immediate
selective advantage to the plant.
Mutations may instead be primarily neutral or nearly-neutral in nature, implying that the majority
of neofunctionalization is through genetic drift along with some level of selection. Mutations may
be deleterious, nearly-neutral (slightly deleterious), neutral, or adaptive; though the vast majority
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are assumed to be neutral or nearly so [102, 43]. As long as protein stability is not compromised,
enzyme activity is preserved, and regulation is stable, enzymes can withstand a large number of
changes [56, 46]. The rate of amino acid substitutions in mammals has been shown to be too
high for species to tolerate if the majority are selectively deleterious [41]. However, it has also
been shown that increasing numbers of mutations may totally destabilize a protein, often in as a
few as 10 mutations [45, 51]. Some mutations may be compensatory for others that confer new
activity yet are destabilizing [57, 58, 59]. These compensatory mutations may occur before or after
a destabilizing mutation, either providing the stability to allow for a more unstable mutation or by
”rescuing” stability afterwards. The existence of chaperone proteins may also broaden the types
and number of destabilizing mutations that are tolerated [130]. This range of acceptable mutations
can be described as enzyme ”effectively-mutable space.”
Identifying target sites conferring neofunctionalization has been attempted through various methods, some more successful than others. One common approach utilizes naive comparisons between
protein multiple sequence alignments containing sequences from two closely related but different
enzyme families; combined with location within the active site cavity using 3D protein crystal
structure information. This method is sometimes successful, but often results in denatured protein
or protein lacking any measurable enzyme activity [78, 79, 80, 81, 82]. Other approaches, such as
active site residue contact-mapping strategies [72] have been more successful.
In the previous chapter, I described a meta-analyses of a model gene family of sesquiterpene synthases (Chapter 2), it was found that codons encoding amino acid (AA) residues at sites known to
be important for product specificity [72] were under differing degrees of selective pressure in 5-
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epi-aristolochene (TEAS) and premnaspirodiene synthase (HPS). These residues were not directly
in the active site, which was nearly identical between TEAS and HPS, but rather at second-tier
sites that, that when modified changed the reaction product-profile specificity [72]. Substitutions
from the opposing enzyme at any one of these sites (and vice versa) caused the proteins to produce
a mixture of the original metabolite, the metabolite of the opposing enzyme, and sometimes new
metabolites produced by neither wild-type enzyme. Product profile-changing effects were additive in nature, but mutation of all nine residues resulted in a near-complete shift in activity to the
opposing enzyme.
Interestingly, neither gene was under strong adaptive selection. In the case of TEAS, most of
the sites previously identified as important for product specificity were under intermediate to weak
purifying selection, suggesting that neofunctionalization may have occurred through a combination
of selection and genetic drift. Moreover, using a comparative approach between one gene family
showing more relaxed/weak purifying selection and another showing mostly purifying selection,
sites that were previously identified as important for conferring enzyme reaction specficity were
identified.
The present chapter aimed to use comparative measures of extant natural selection (DdN /dS ) metrics to identify critical amino acid positions responsible for the catalytic specificities of putrescine
N-methyltransferase (PMT) and spermidine synthase (SPDS). This was done with the end goal of
developing a novel method for rational protein engineering using quantitative measures of natural
selection complemented by 3D protein structural data. Our aim was to quantitatively assess natural
selection in order to identify effectively mutable protein space in two other closely related enzyme
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Figure 3.1: Putrescine N-methyltransferase and spermidine synthase enzyme activity.

families and thereby validate or reject the general applicability of this methodology.
Plant putrescine N-methyltransferase and spermidine synthase are two closely-related enzymes
(64-68% identity [131] that perform different catalytic functions (Figure 3.1). Both enzymes utilize
putrescine as a substrate, and either of two closely related substrates: either S-adenosylmethionine
(SAM) or decarboxylated S-adenosylmethionine (dcSAM), respectively. SPDS acts as an aminopropyltransferase to produce spermidine, a polyamine important to primary metabolism. Spermidine is further acted on by spermine synthase (SPMS) to form spermine, another polyamine
necessary in primary metabolism to regulate cell differentiation [132]. Spermidine synthase and
spermine synthase are found in all branches of the tree of life. In contrast, PMT catalyzes the
transfer of a methyl group from SAM to putrescine to form N-methylputrescine and thus is an Nmethyltransferase. N-methylputrescine is an important precursor in certain plant alkaloid biosynthetic pathways; and has only been identified in plants.
PMT performs the first committed step in the biosynthesis of nicotine and tropane/nortropane alkaloids such as atropine, hyoscyamine, and scopolamine. Nicotine acts as an important chemical
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defensive compound against herbivory [86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 92]. While PMT was originally cloned
from N. tabacum [133, 134], it has also been cloned from other members of the Solanaceae that
produce tropane and/or nortropane alkaloids (e.g. henbane and potato) [135, 131, 136]. While Xray crystal structures of SPDS from a variety of organisms have been resolved [137, 138, 139, 140],
none have been successfully determined for PMT. PMT is surprisingly difficult to crystalize and
measure (despite its high sequence similarity to SPDS), as crystals fall apart upon the application
of an X-ray beam [141]. The N. tabacum PMT protein contains an N-terminus with different numbers of an 11 amino acid repeating section that is not necessary for enzyme activity but provides
additional stability [142]. These results suggesting PMT may be inherently more unstable than
SPDS. Chimeric proteins of N- and C-terminus halves of PMT and SPDS revealed that enzyme
activity and thus substrate recognition specificity is primarily controlled by the N-terminus half of
each protein [141].
It is postulated that PMT evolved from an ancestral plant SPDS, as it shares a sequence identity with SPDS, but not with other methyltransferases [134]. This is intriguing because SAMdependent methylation is a relatively common reaction, whereas amino-propyltransferase activities
are not a common reaction in cellular metabolism.
Several attempts have previously been made to interconvert a SPDS to a PMT or vice versa, with
little success [101, 141, 82]. The amino acid sites changed in these experiments were identified
through individual conservation in multiple sequence alignments and PMT structural homology
modeling to identify amino acids in contact with either putrescine or SAM. In each case, the
modified Datura stramonium SPDS or D. stramonium PMT had either reduced or no original
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activity, and no measurable desired enzyme activity. We hypothesized that substrate recognition
specificity may be dependent not on amino acids directly in the active site, but rather those in
second-tier sites that might change the overall shape of the active site. To test this hypothesis and a
natural selection-guided protein-engineering methodology, the same computational methods used
in the meta-analysis of the TEAS/HPS gene family were applied to the PMT/SPDS family. Based
upon differences in apparent natural selection between the SPDS and the PMT gene families, a
synthetic SPDS gene was designed with the goal of creating a neofunctional PMT enzyme activity.
The recombinant reengineered SPDS protein was isolated and failed to show PMT activity.

3.3
3.3.1

Methods
Phylogenetic analyses

Nicotiana tabacum PMT1 (NCBI accession Q42963.1) was used as a query in a BLASTP search
of the NCBI nr database using the BLOSUM45 matrix and an e-value cutoff of 1e-20. Amino
acid (AA) sequences were aligned using MAFFT E-INS-I [122]. The program ProtTest 2.2 [123]
identified the WAG+I+G+F model as the best-fitting amino acid model. A 100 search replicate
Maximum Likelihood (ML) phylogenetic analysis was performed on this dataset using the program GARLI 0.961b [124], and a ML search majority-rule consensus tree was generated using
PAUP* [125] (Figure 3.2a). Similar analyses were performed on a reduced dataset containing only
PMT and plant SPDS/SPMS sequences (Figure 3.2b). A 1024-replicate non-parametric bootstrap
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analysis was also performed using GARLI [124]. The sumtrees.py program from the DendroPy
package [126] was used to generate a majority-rule non-parametric bootstrap consensus tree (Figure 3.7a) and to map bootstrap support values onto the best ML search tree (Figure 3.7b).
DNA corresponding to each plant protein sequence was aligned using the plant ML search consensus AA alignment as a guide using PAL2NAL [127]. The program PAML [83] was used to perform
site-model analyses to calculate the rate of non-synonymous to the rate of synonymous mutation
ratios (dN /dS ) at each codon site in a multiple sequence alignment. The best pairwise likelihood
codon model was found to be F61 and was used for each analysis. Individual site-model analyses
were performed on datasets containing only PMT sequences, only plant SPDS/SPMS sequences,
or PMT and SPDS/SPMS sequences combined.
In order to putatively define the active site in an Arabidopsis thaliana SPDS crystal structure (PDB:
1XJ5), a pairwise structure alignment was performed using DaliLite [143] with a SPDS crystal
structure from Plasmodium falciparum (PDB: 2I7C). P. falciparum SPDS was crystalized with the
putrescine and dcSAM substrate analog AdoDATO (S-adenosyl-3-thio-1,8-diaminooctane); and
had the best structure alignment with 1XJ5. Amino acids in ”second tier-sites” were defined as
being within 15Å of the predicted active site, in this case centered around catalytically-important
residue 131D [144].
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Differing selective pressure on amino acid sites

Site-wise dN /dS ratios from the M7 model were compared between the PMT and SPDS datasets to
identify differential selective pressure at each site (DdN /dS ). Individual site DdN /dS values were
mapped to their corresponding amino acid residue in the A. thaliana SPDS crystal structure, and
those within 15Å of residue 131D were selected for further analysis. Of these sites, 9 had a DdN /dS
greater than 0.2. In order to increase the number of targets, sites with a DdN /dS greater than 0.1
were considered. There were 20 sites with a DdN /dS >0.2 within 15Å of the putative active site,
14 of which differed between Solanum tuberosum SPDS and S. tuberosum PMT.
DNA encoding StSPDS with the 14 identified sites replaced with their corresponding AA in StPMT
(StSPDSPMT14 ) along with NcoI and XhoI restriction sites was custom synthesized with codons
optimized for expression in E. coli (Genscript). Custom synthesized DNA was then cloned into
the pET21d expression vector for expression with a C-terminus 6xHIS tag. Wild-type StSPDS in
pET21d [136] was kindly provided by Birgit Dräger. Wild-type NtPMT cloned into the pET32a+
vector for expression as a gene fusion with N-terminus thioredoxin and 6xHIS tag [145] was used
as a positive control.

3.3.3

Protein purification and expression

Recombinant NtPMT, StSPDS, and StSPDSPMT14 were expressed and purified in E. coli for use
in in vitro enzyme assays using the following protocol. A 50mL LB culture with appropriate
antibiotics was inoculated with E. coli BL21 (DE3) containing each individual plasmid and grown
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overnight at 37°C 250 rpm. Up to six 1L cultures of ZYM-5052 autoinduction media [146] were
inoculated with 12mL of the 50mL overnight culture and grown at 37°C 250 rpm for 7 hours, then
moved to 18°C for a total of 24 hours. Cells were pelleted in a Sorvall RC 6+ centrifuge (Thermo
Scientific, Waltham, MA) at 4000rpm for 20min at 4°C. Cell pellets were frozen at -80°C.
Cell pellets were thawed on ice and resuspended in 3x volume Buffer A (50mM sodium phosphate
pH 7.4, 300mM NaCl, 10% w/v glycerol). Lysozyme (25µg/mL) was added and the mixture was
incubated at 4°C for 1 hour with constant stirring. Cells were then lysed on ice using a Sonic
Dismembrator Model 500 (Fisher Scientific, Hampton, New Hampshire) for a total of 5 minutes of
sonication (50% amplitude; 5 seconds on, 15 seconds off). The insoluble fraction was pelleted by
centrifugation in a tabletop microcentrifuge at 14,000rpm for 30min at 4°C. The soluble fraction
was then run over a column containing HisPur Ni-NTA resin (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA)
using either a BioRad Econo Pump peristaltic pump connected to a BioRad Econo UV Monitor
(BioRad, Hercules, CA) or an ´’AKTA Prime FPLC system (GE Healthcare, Buckinghamshire,
United Kingdom). The column was then washed with Buffer A, then a mixture of 90% Buffer A,
10% Buffer B (50mM sodium phosphate pH 7.4, 300mM NaCl, 10% v/v glycerol, 250mM imidazole) to elute non-specifically binding proteins. Protein was eluted from the column using Buffer
B. Elution fractions collected during a peak on the UV monitor were pooled and concentrated using a 15mL Vivaspin concentrator with a 10,000MW cutoff (Sartorius Stedim Biotech, Göttingen,
Germany), then buffer exchanged into 100mM Glycine-NaOH pH 9 using a PD-10 column (GE
Healthcare, Buckinghamshire, United Kingdom). Glycerol was added to a concentration of 10%
and the samples were stored at -80°C. Protein concentration was quantified by Bradford assay
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[147].
A plasmid containing DNA encoding recombinant 5’-methylthioadenosine/S-adenosylhomocysteine nucleosidase (MTAN/SAHN) under control of the T7 promoter was kindly provided by
Sunny Zhou (Washington State University)[148]. Recombinant SAHN protein was expressed in E.
coli strain BL21 (DE3) and purified using Ni-NTA resin using a similar protocol to the above, with
the exception of being grown in 1L LB media at 37°C 250rpm until an OD600 of 0.6 followed by
induction with isopropyl b-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG), and then growth overnight. SAHN
was included in enzyme assays as it reduces the pool of S-adenosylhomocysteine, which inhibits
PMT activity [135].

3.3.4

PMT enzyme assays

PMT enzyme activity was quantified by ultra performance liquid chromatography (UPLC) using an AccQ-Tag Ultra Derivatization kit (Waters, Milford, MA) to derivatize putrescine, Nmethylputrescine, SAM, and SAH. Each reaction contained 3.8mM putrescine, 127 µM SAM,
0.3 µM SAHN, 23.4 µg either NtPMT, StSPDS, or StSPDSPMT14 , and 50mM HEPES pH 7 in a
total volume of 315 µL. Assays were incubated for 60min at 30°C and were stopped by addition of 1x volume acetonitrile. Reaction products and substrates were derivatized by addition of
10µL AccQ-Tag solution to 10µL assay solution and 30µL borate buffer, followed by vortexing.
A Waters Acquity H-class UPLC chromatograph with a reverse-phase AccQ-Tag Ultra Column
(1.7µm particles) (Waters, Milford, MA) was used for all measurements. Standards of putrescine,
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N-methylputrescine, and SAM were also run individually to test separation (Figure 3.6a). Assays
were repeated in buffer sodium phosphate pH 7 after buffer exchanging recombinant proteins to
remove glycerol, which was found to also be derivatized by the AccQ-Tag kit.

3.4

Results

Using model oriented phylogenetic methods and extensive sampling of homologs across the tree
of life, plant PMTs formed a single clade within a larger, poorly resolved clade of plant SPDS
homologs. As previously noted in less rigorous phylogenetic studies, the closest relatives to PMT
were not other methyltransferases, but rather aminopropyltransferases. Both PMT and SPDS utilize putrescine but differ in their use of SAM or dcSAM, respectively, and it has previously been
posited that substrate specificity may be due to the shape of the active site (Biastoff2009). PMT
and SPDS/SPMS homologs were not well resolved, forming a large polytomy at the base of the
clade in the majority rule ML search consensus tree (Figure 3.2a), suggesting that PMT and SPDSs
diverged very recently in plants. More focused phylogenetic analyses comprising only plant SPDS
and PMTs revealed a well supported split between PMT and SPDS from higher plants (Figure
3.2b), suggesting PMT arose from a plant SPDS. These more detailed phylogenetic studies are
consistent with previous studies that suggest that PMT (an N-methyltransferase) arose from an
ancestral SPDS (a propylaminotransferase).
Quantitative measures of positive selection are often associated with protein/enzyme neofunctionalization in other gene families [149, 150]. Therefore, we implemented a test for positive selection
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Figure 3.2: PMT/SPDS maximum likelihood phylogeny. a. Maximum likelihood (ML) search
consensus tree (100 ML trees) of amino acid (AA) sequences for PMT and SPDS homologs. Plants
are colored green, Fungi blue, Animals/Protists/Diatoms red, Cyanobacteria cyan, a-proteobacteria
brown, Chlorobi/Bacteroidetes/Flavobacterium orange, Archaebacteria brown. b. ML search consensus tree (100 ML trees) of plant PMT and SPDS homologs. Branches are labeled with how
many times that split occurred in 100 ML searches.
(a)

(b)
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in plant PMT and/or SPDS/SPMS gene families using the program PAML and implementing the
Likelihood ratio test to confirm or reject models of natural selection. The stringent M1a/M2a likelihood ratio test (LRT) compares models with either two or three categories: sites with a dN /dS
(w) <1 (purifying/negative selection), sites with w = 1 (neutral selection), or in M2a, sites with
additional w >1 (positive/adaptive selection). In tests of just PMT sequences, just SPDS/SPMS
sequences, or combined PMT/SPDS/SPMS sequences there was no statistical support for positive
selection (Table 3.1). The less stringent site models M7 and M8 model sites with ]textomega values in a beta distribution from 0 to 1, with the M8 model including a separate category for sites
with an w >1. In tests using the SPDS/SPMS or PMT/SPDS/SPMS combined, the M8 model was
significantly better than the M7 model, showing there was evidence of some significant support for
positive selection. This might have been due to spermidine synthases and spermine synthases being
included in the same dataset, as the phylogenetic analyses could not resolve them independently
(Figure 3.2).
Since there were no strong signals of positive selection in the extant PMT gene family, we proceeded with the assumption that PMT neofunctionalization may have arose through neutral or
nearly-neutral selection. To test this hypothesis, we compared dN /dS values at each site between
PMT and SPDS to establish whether differential levels of natural selection were affecting PMT
vs. SPDS at the same sites, and therefore might be important for neofunctionalization of PMT
from SPDS. In the previous analyses of 5-epi-aristolochene synthase (TEAS) and premnaspirodiene synthase (HPS) (Chapter 2), it was shown that nine sites conferring enzyme product specificity
were under different selective pressure, and most had a DdN /dS >0.2. Therefore, this approach
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Table 3.1: PMT and SPDS PAML site model results. PAML site models were compared using
the likelihood ratio test (LRT) on datasets containing PMT and plant SPDS sequences, just PMT
sequences, or just SPDS genes. Both the PMT/SPDS combined model and the SPDS alone model
shows support for positive selection under the M8 model, but not in the more strict M2a model. The
combined PMT/SPDS M8 model has a ]textomega >1 category value of 1.0, exhibiting essentially
neutral evolution.
PMT/SPDS combined
Model

lnL

M1a

-24120.6

M2a

-24120.6

M7

-23773.5

M8

-23768.0

LRT p-value
1
0.01

w <1

w=1

w >1

0.0682

1

-

0.0682

1

1

-

-

-

-

-

1

PMT alone
Model

lnL

M1a

-5278.27

M2a

-5278.27

M7

-5270.09

M8

-5268.91

LRT p-value
1
1

w <1

w=1

w >1

0.0336

1

-

0.0336

1

27.54

-

-

-

-

-

1

SPDS alone
Model

lnL

M1a

-19238.0

M2a

-19238.0

M7

-18950.9

M8

-18945.5

LRT p-value
1
0.01

w <1

w=1

w >1

0.0659

1

-

0.0659

1

33.55

-

-

-

-

-

1.359
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was applied to PMT and SPDS gene families to identify putative positions in SPDS that could be
modified resulting in PMT activity (i.e. rationale protein engineering using signals of past natural
selection). In PMT and SPDS, nine out of a total of 126 sites within 15Å of the presumed active
site had a DdN /dS greater than 0.2. In order to increase the number of targets in a preliminary study,
we considered sites with a DdN /dS greater than 0.1. In PMT and SPDS, 20 sites near the active site
met this expanded criteria, 14 of which were nonsynonomous between StSPDS and StPMT.
Given the hypothesis that PMT likely arose from SPDS and the identification of 14 sites showing
DdN /dS values between PMT and SPDS, the next objective was to engineer a modified SPDS gene
to express a recombinant enzyme with PMT activity. Another rationale for modifying a SPDS gene
to encode a PMT enzyme activity stemmed from the fact that relevant substrates for PMT activity
are readily available, whereas the normal substrate for SPDS dcSAM must be custom synthesized
and is prohibitively expensive. A recombinant StSPDS gene with nucleotide changes resulting in
the 14 nonsynonymous codon substitutions from StPMT (StSPDSPMT14 ) was custom synthesized
and cloned into an expression vector. Recombinant StSPDS, NtPMT, and StSPDSPMT14 proteins
were expressed and purified from E. coli to perform in vitro PMT enzyme assays.
PMT enzyme assays were initially performed using two linked-enzyme assays approaches. The
first was a dual-enzyme (SAHN and adenine deaminase) spectrophotometric assay [148]. This
assay measures SAM-dependent methylation using two recombinant enzymes to convert the PMT
reaction product SAH into hypoxanthine, accumulation of which can be measured as a decrease in
absorbance at 265nm using a UV spectrophotometer over time. The second PMT linked enzyme
assay (SAHN and LuxS) was a colorimetric assay that uses SAHN and LuxS to sequentially con-
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Figure 3.3: Change in selective pressure mapped to SPDS structure. a. Change in the strength
of natural selection (DdN /dS ) between PMT and plant SPDS at each amino acid site. Sites with
a DdN /dS >0.1 are colored orange, sites with a DdN /dS >0.2 are colored red. b. Structural 3D
homology model of StSPDS. Sites with a DdN /dS >0.1 and within 15Å of the presumed active site
(residue 131D) are colored orange; sites with a DdN /dS >0.2 and within 15Å of the active site are
colored red. Substrate analog S-adenosyl-1,8-diamino-3-thiooctane with coordinates from PDB:
2I7C colored green.
(a)

(b)
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Figure 3.4: Alignment of amino acid sequences for StPMT, StSPDS, and StSPDSPMT14 . Sites differing in StSPDS and StSPDSPMT14 are those substituted in wild type StSPDS with their equivalent
in StPMT to form StSPDSPMT14 .

vert SAH into homocysteine, which can be quantified by addition of 5,5’-dithiobis-2-nitrobenzoic
acid (DTNB) which produces a yellow product upon spontaneous reaction with thiol groups [151].
While control recombinant NtPMT activity was readily measured in both linked enzyme assays,
neither assay was particularly sensitive in terms of signal to noise ratio (data not shown). Recombinant StSPDSPMT14 enzyme did not demonstrate reproducible PMT activity in either of these linked
enzyme assays. Given the overall low signal to noise observed with the positive control recombinant NtPMT enzyme, together with the possibility that nascent neofunctional PMT activity in the
recombinant StSPDSPMT14 might be substantially less than an extant PMT [82], a more sensitive
PMT assay was required.
To test for very low levels of N-methylputrescine, a UPLC-based approach which utilizes a fluorescent tag to identify very low concentrations of primary amine containing metabolites was used.
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Figure 3.5: Purified recombinant protein for a. NtPMT with MBP, b. StSPDS, and c.
StSPDSPMT14 . Recombinant protein was expressed in E. coli with a C-terminus 6xHIS tag for
purification on Ni-NTA resin.
(a)

(b)

(c)
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An AccQ-Tag Ultra Derivatization Kit was used to derivatize primary amines present upon completion of standard PMT enzyme assays. These were then separated on a UPLC reverse phase
chromatography system using a fluorescent detector. When derivatized and run individually on
the UPLC, each substrate exhibited clear separation from other substrates. A peak corresponding to derivatized SAM was never identified, however derivatized forms of SAH, putrescine, and
N-methylputrescine each eluted from the column in non-overlapping peaks (Figure 3.6a). Assays containing recombinant NtPMT with putrescine and SAM resulted in a peak corresponding
to derivatized N-methylputrescine; though all derivatized products eluted from the column earlier
(shifted to the left) than the controls of individual substrates, most likely due to residual protein binding to the column (Figure 3.6b). Assays performed as a negative control, containing
recombinant StSPDS, putrescine, and SAM, did not produce a peak corresponding to derivatized
N-methylputrescine. Choosing concentration amounts for SAM was difficult, as large amounts
have been found to inhibit PMT activity [82], while dilute amounts may not be enough for producing measurable amounts of N-methylputrescine in an enzyme with weak PMT activity. Multiple
assays were performed for each recombinant enzyme. In assays of recombinant StSPDSPMT14
(Figure 3.6c), a small peak was observed close to the elution time for N-methyputrescine (Figure
3.6d). However, spiking this assay with purified N-methylputrescine revealed that these formed
two distinct peaks, and thus it was not N-methylputrescine but some other derivatized molecule
with a primary amine. Speculatively, if the modifications in StSPDSPMT14 allow it to still perform
SPDS-like activity but recognize SAM as substrate instead of dcSAM, it may be catalyzing aminocarboxyl-propyltransferase activity and produce a spermidine-like molecule with a carboxyl group
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Figure 3.6: Enzyme assays quantified by UPLC. a. Separation of derivatized standards. b. NtPMT
assay (red), putrescine standard (blue), N-methylputrescine standard (black), SAH standard (dark
blue). c. StSPDSPMT14 assay (black), putrescine standard (blue), N-methylputrescine standard
(green). d. StSPDSPMT14 assay (blue), same assay spiked with N-methylputrescine (black).
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

attached the same (first) carbon as one of the amine groups. Liquid chromatography-tandem mass
spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) could be used to identify this unknown reaction product. Regrettably,
the UPLC results did not indicate any detectable PMT activity in the recombinant StSPDSPMT14 ,
even at very low product detection levels afforded by the UPLC assay.

3.5

Discussion

The molecular evolution of PMT from SPDS was originally proposed [152] based upon rather
simplistic neighbor-joining phylogenetic analyses [134, 152, 101]. Here we present a deep model-
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oriented maximum likelihood phylogeny of PMT and SPDS proteins from across the tree of life
(Figure 3.7). As expected, spermidine synthases separated according the standard tree of life. A
clade containing all known plant PMTs branched off from plant SPDS/SPMS, implying a plant
specific eukaryotic origin for PMT, rather than a cyanobacterial origin during the endosymbiotic
origins of the chloroplast. The BLAST search to identify the closest homologs of N. tabacum
PMT1 (used to create this tree) did not find any other N-methyltransferases (besides PMTs), or
any O-methyltransferases. This phylogenetic evidence more fully supports previous assertions
that an N-methyltransferase (PMT) evolved from an animopropyltransferase (SPDS), rather than
from a pre-existing N-methyltransferase.
This study used quantitative measures of differential signals of extant natural-selection to guide
a rational redesign of a SPDS enzyme with PMT activity. There are several possible reasons
why this approach did not result in the neofunctionalization of PMT activity in the recombinant
StSPDSPMT14 protein. Changing amino acids in second-tier locations relative to the active site may
have altered the shape of the active site, which interrupted the interactions between catalytically
important residues and the substrates. These substitutions may also have changed the active site
cavity so that putrescine or SAM can no longer fit within or enter the active site. These mutations
did not completely denature StSPDSPMT14 , as the recombinant protein was soluble after purification under native conditions, though an admittedly large amount was insoluble during the overexpression in E. coli (Figure 3.5c). In this case, the DdN /dS metric identified sites that indirectly
affect enzyme function, but not those directly responsible for enzyme activity specificity.
Recently, the Dräger lab published results showing that they were able to modify D. stramonium
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SPDS to have PMT activity with only one site-directed substitution (D103I), using homology
modeling and ligand docking methods [77]. This enzyme had no SPDS activity and extremely low
N-methyltransferase activity (kcat [1 s-1 ] 0.84 x 10-3 ). The addition of two more changes (Q79T
and V106T) increased PMT activity (kcat [1 s-1 ] 0.15). In similar experiments with A. thaliana
SPDS (Arabidopsis does not produce N-methylputrescine), substitutions from PMT at three sites
corresponding to those in DsSPDS resulted in a bifunctional SPDS/PMT enzyme. Our quantitative
measure of natural selection computational analyses indicated that the sites used by the Dräger lab
were under strong purifying selection in both PMT and SPDS (DdN /dS <0.1) and therefore were
not identified by our approach emphasizing different patterns of natural selection.
These results indicate that the evolutionary history of PMT and SPDS was most likely markedly
different than that of TEAS and HPS. The TEAS/HPS gene family appears to show two different patterns of natural selection: TEAS showing more signals of relaxed/weak purifying selection,
whereas HPS appears to have gone through a recent selective sweep as evidenced by more sites
under strong purifying selection. Different patterns of natural selection at important sites for neofunctionalization may make the DdN /dS metric a useful tool for identifying important sites responsible for enzyme function. On the other hand, extant PMT and SPDS gene families both appear to
be under strong purifying selection (albeit for different amino acid composition) at sites important
for catalytic activity, in which case the DdN /dS metric would not indicate the importance of these
sites for conferring different substrate specificity and reaction products.
There are other differences between these two model enzyme systems that are worth noting. The
active site responsible for substrate binding in TEAS and HPS are almost identical, because the
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Figure 3.7: Maximum likelihood non-parametric bootstrap phylogenies. a. Non-parametric bootstrap consensus tree of PMT and SPDS homologs. b. Best overall maximum likelihood phylogeny
of PMT and SPDS homologs with non-parametric bootstrap values mapped to branches.
(a)

(b)
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substrates are in fact identical, so it is the shape of the overall catalytic site that confers reaction
product specificity. This is not so in SPDS and PMT, as different substrates (dcSAM and SAM,
respectively) require different amino acids in the active site to both provide substrate specificity
as well as reaction pathway selectivity (between the transfer of an aminopropyl group or a methyl
group, respectively). PAML codon site models did not find evidence for positive selection in the
extant PMT gene family. Given the phylogenetic evidence it is likely that an ancestral SPDS acquired a few mutations conferring low levels of N-methyltransferase activity that were immediately
advantageous (and thus selected for), consistent with adaptive evolution. Further mutations then
increased this activity or provided additional enzyme stability as both enzymes diverged, gradually
erasing the signal of positive selection in modern genes as strong selection or selective sweeps
removed less advantageous mutations. The mutations required to increase PMT activity may also
be detrimental to protein stability, as seen by the apparent relative structural instability of the modern PMT protein compared with SPDS [82]. Computational and biochemical experiments using
ancestral state reconstruction could shed light on the more ancient versions of these proteins to
further resolve how this may have originally occurred.
One of the limitations of the PAML codon site models is that they only allow dN /dS values to vary
at individual sites in an alignment, but not over branches in a tree. On the other hand, the PAML
branch models allow for dN /dS values to vary at individual branches on a phylogenetic tree, but not
at individual sites. The PAML branch/site models allow for dN /dS values to vary at individual sites,
but also can detect positive selection at different points in evolutionary history at specific splits in
a tree. These models are still somewhat unstable [153], but may be more condusive to identifying
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how and when neofunctionalization occurred in SPDS.
Additionally, phylogenetic analyses using a Bayesian Metropolis-coupled Markov chain Monte
Carlo (MCMCMC) approach performed by MrBayes [154] with 6 runs of 12 chains each did not
converge on a single topology, despite running for 30 million generations (data not shown), further
exemplifying the uncertainty in this dataset. At the beginning of this analysis we pruned every
other sequence from the initial BLAST search to reduce the computational power needed while
still representing the overall topology of taxa. Some plant PMT or SPDS/SPMS taxa may have
been lost that could further resolve the large, basal polytomies we observed in the clade containing
Viridiplantae.
These experiments were all performed using a maximum likelihood search consensus tree as the
basis for all phylogenetic analyses. We later learned that this method does not represent the most
likely tree, but that rather the single best ML search tree with non-parametric bootstrap support
for branches (Figure 3.7b) is a more likely representation. This tree resolves the large polytomy in
plants, and shows that the PMT/SPDS split most likely occurred very early on in plants, as only
SPDS from single-cell green algae (Micromonas pusilla, Ostreococcus lucimarinus, and Chlamydomonas reinhardtii) are found basal to the clade containing PMT. However, non-parametric bootstrap branch support for these splits are small or non-existent, and collapsing branches with low
bootstrap support would result in a tree with large polytomies similar to the ML search consensus
tree.
Nucleotide and protein database have been growing quickly in recent years. As the BLAST search
used as a basis for these experiments was performed in 2010, additional SPDS or PMT proteins
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may have been identified and submitted to NCBI databases that could provide more signals of past
natural selection.

Chapter 4
The polyphyletic molecular evolution of Nmethyltransferases in plant alkaloid
metabolism
Alexandra J Weisberg and John G Jelesko.

4.1

Abstract

Plants produce a vast array of diverse small-molecule chemicals. However, our understanding of
the evolutionary origins of the underlying enzymatic and metabolic diversity is becoming a topic
of increasing interest. In most cases, enzymes responsible for a particular chemical transformation
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diversified from a common ancestor given rise to large superfamilies. For example, O-methyltransferases typically have similarity to other O-methyltransferases. Unlike the O-methyltransferases,
initial observations of plant N-methyltransferases suggest a different pattern: one of possible polyphyletic origins. However, no systematic study has focused on this topic. Therefore, molecular
evolution analyses on several different families of N-methyltransferases were performed to determine whether they share common ancestry. Additional analyses of N-methyltransferases involved
in the caffeine biosynthesis pathway in coffee (Coffea arabica) and tea (Camellia sinensis) plants
found signatures of adaptive selection, as well as provided statistical support for the independent
molecular evolution of caffeine biosynthesis.

4.2
4.2.1

Introduction
Evolution of N-methyltransferases

Plants produce a tremendous number of small-molecule products, most with an as yet unknown
function. While the total number of primary metabolites is around 10,000 [8], the number of
known plant specialized metabolites (those not strictly necessary for growth and development)
is enormous, with total estimates of over 200,000 unique metabolites among plants [1]. These
metabolites presumably confer some selective advantage to the plant, such as defense against herbivory or pathogens, attraction of pollinators, or temperature regulation. The large number of
enzymes used to produce these molecules have been observed to have evolved from enzymes in
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primary metabolism through gene duplication and divergence [28, 23, 155], or from other specialized metabolism enzymes through divergence of orthologs in different species [106, 72, 156]. This
conventional descent with modification should give rise to enzymes performing similar chemistries
(albeit with different substrates) and these should organize as large monophyletic clades in phylogenetic analysis. In cases of rapidly diversifying enzymes this will give rise to large superfamilies.
The large plant O-methyltransferase superfamily is an example of this. These enzymes catalyze the
transfer of a methyl group from S-adenosylmethionine (SAM) to hydroxyl groups on a wide variety
of secondary metabolites. They participate in the methylation of flavonoids, caffeic acids, lignin
precursors, benzylisoquinoline alkaloids, phenylpropanoids, and many other substrates [157, 4].
Phylogenetic analyses of representatives of these various O-methyltransferases suggest that they
all form a single monophyletic clade, and that all likely share a single common ancestor [157]
The independent convergent evolution of some enzyme activities in plant specialized metabolism
has also been suspected [8]. Unlike the O-methyltransferases, which all appear to share a single
common ancestor, plant N-methyltransferases appear to have arisen independently from various
other genes encoding enzymes with different catalytic activities [158]. For example, putrescine
N-methyltransferase (PMT) is an enzyme that catalyzes the SAM-dependent methylation of putrescine to form N-methylputrescine, and is the first committed step in nicotine, tropane, and
nortropane alkaloid pathways found in various members of the Solanaceae [135, 136]. It has
common ancestry with spermidine synthase, an aminopropyltransferase (Figure 3.7b; Chapter 3).
Phylogenetic analyses and in vitro enzyme assays of modified recombinant protein have shown
that PMT most likely evolved from a spermidine synthase, a primary metabolic enzyme [77].
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Coclaurine N-methyltransferase (CNMT) and tetrahydroprotoberberine N-methyltransferase
(TNMT) are two plant secondary metabolic enzymes involved in benzylisoquinoline biosynthetic
pathways in the Papaveraceae, and in the order Ranunculales [4]. CNMT is found in the morphine
biosynthetic pathway in opium poppy (Papaver somniferum) and in the berberine biosynthetic
pathway in Coptis japonica [159, 160]. TNMT catalyzes the formation of intermediates in the sanguinarine biosynthetic pathway and has been cloned from opium poppy [158]. TNMT is similar
to CNMT (45-48% amino acid identity) indicating a likely common ancestor with N-MT activity
[4].

4.2.2

Caffeine biosynthesis

A number of plants have evolved to produce the purine alkaloid caffeine (1,3,7-methylxanthine),
including those used in the making of coffee (Coffea arabica) and tea (Camellia sinensis), among
others. This secondary metabolite provides a defense against herbivory by interfering with the
central nervous system of insects, slugs, and other potential herbivores [161, 162, 163, 164]. Caffeine released by seeds into soil has also been hypothesized to play an allopathic role in preventing
competing seeds from germinating [165]. Theobromine (3,7-methylxanthine), the immediate precursor of caffeine, is also found in the fruit of the cocoa tree (Theobroma cacao) and is responsible
for the mild stimulatory effect of chocolate [166, 167]. Caffeine comprises upwards of 2.4% of
coffee bean dry weight [31], and around 2.3% of the dry weight of young tea leaves [32]. Caffeine
has been ingested for thousands of years by various cultures for its stimulant properties and is possibly the most widely-used drug in the world today [168], consumed by upwards of 90% of North
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Americans.
Figure 4.1: The major caffeine biosynthetic pathway in coffee and tea plants. Both coffee and tea
contain xanthosine N-methyltransferase (XMT), which may also remove the ribose group in the
second step. Coffea arabica contains 7-methylxanthine N-methyltransferase (MXMT) as well as a
bifunctional dimethylxanthine N-methyltransferase (DXMT), which can also perform the second
methylation. Camellia sinensis contains only a dual-function caffeine/theobromine synthase (CS)
that performs both the second and third methylations of xanthine. This figure adapted from Ziegler
and Faccini, 2008.

The caffeine biosynthetic pathway in plants is comprised of four distinct steps, including three Nmethylations performed by varying numbers of enzymes (Figure 4.1). The initial substrate, xanthosine, is derived from either purine alkaloids, S-adenosylmethionine (SAM), or de novo biosynthesis
[32]. A methyl group is transferred from SAM to xanthosine by xanthosine N-methyltransferase
(XMT) to form 7-methylxanthosine [169, 170]. In C. sinensis N-methylnucleosidase cleaves 7methylxanthosine to form 7-methylxanthine [171, 172, 173]. This step can also be catalyzed by
XMT in Coffea in in vitro enzyme assays [174]. Either theobromine synthase [172, 173] or a
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dual-function theobromine/caffeine synthase [175] further methylates 7-methylxanthine to form
theobromine, which is then converted to caffeine by caffeine synthase.
A gene encoding C. sinensis caffeine synthase (TCS1) was first cloned by the Ashihara lab at
Ochanomizu University, Tokyo in the late 90s [175, 176]. A paralog of TCS1 was later identified
and called TCS2, but it has not yet been characterized [177]. Dual-function caffeine/theobromine
synthases (CaDXMT, CCS1, CtCS7) have since been cloned from various Coffea species [170,
169]. Single-function theobromine synthases, that catalyze the methylation of 7-methylxanthine
to theobromine but lack caffeine synthase activity, are biochemically characterized (CTS1, CTS2,
CaMXMT1 and CaMXMT2) [172, 173]. A gene encoding the first and possibly second step in
the pathway, xanthosine N-methyltransferase (XMT), is cloned from C. arabica [169]. The x-ray
crystal structures of XMT (PDB: 2EG5) and DXMT (PDB: 2EFJ) are solved [174].
Caffeine biosynthetic proteins in Coffea have high similarity among themselves (~80% AA identity), but only have 40% AA identity with caffeine synthases from tea. This relatively low similarity, coupled with neighbor-joining phylogenetic trees of representatives of each enzyme type,
suggest that caffeine biosynthesis in tea and coffee arose independently [177, 8]. The present study
represents a coordinated systematic investigation of the deep molecular evolution of plant N-MTs
specifically focused on the question of monophyletic or polyphyletic origins of plant N-MTs.
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Methods
Reciprocal homology searches

Representatives of putrescine N-methyltransferase (Nicotiana tabacum PMT1, accession
Q42963.1), xanthosine N-methyltransferase (Coffea arabica XMT1, accession Q9AVK0.1), coclaurine N-methyltransferase (Coptis japonica CNMT, accession BAB71802.1), and tetrahydroprotoberberine N-methyltransferase (Papaver bracteatum TNMT1, accession C3SBU5.1) were
each used as queries in Smith-Waterman searches [178] of a local NCBI nr database using the program SSEARCH 35.04 [179] with the BLOSUM50 matrix and an e-value cutoff of 10. These
searches were performed on the NCBI nr database as of February 27, 2013. The result of each
similarity search was compared to the three other searches, and shared hits were identified using a
custom Perl script utilizing the BioPerl library [180].

4.3.2

Phylogenetic analyses

Phylogenetic analyses of putrescine N-methyltransferase were performed as described in Chapter
3.
Coffea arabica XMT1 (accession BAC75665.1) was used as a query in a BLASTP search of the
NCBI nr database using the BLOSUM62 matrix and an e-value cutoff of 10-20 . The program
MAFFT e-INS-i [181] was used to assemble a multiple sequence alignment (MSA) of all BLAST
hits. The program ProtTest 3.2 [123] identified the JTT+G+F substitution model as the best model
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for this alignment. A 100 replicate maximum likelihood (ML) search was performed using GARLI
0.961b [124]. An additional 100 replicate ML search with Coffea and C. sinensis sequences constrained together was also performed using GARLI.
The approximately unbiased (AU) test [182] as performed by the program Consel [183] was used
to compare the best likelihood XMT unconstrained ML search tree with the best tree with Coffea
and Camellia constrained together.
Sequences from the clades containing XMT-like proteins from Coffea or Camellia (as identified
in the first phylogenetic tree) were also used in individual phylogenetic analyses. The JTT+G+F
model was again found to be the best model for each of these datasets, and 100 replicate ML
searches were performed using GARLI.
A PAML [83] codon site model analysis was performed on datasets of DNA coding sequences
corresponding to the XMT-like proteins identified in the above phylogenies. These sequences
were aligned to the original protein alignment using the PAL2NAL web server [127]. The bestfitting codon frequency model for both the Coffea dataset and the Camellia dataset was identified
by PAML as F61 (individual frequency parameters for each codon). Additional analyses using the
F3X4 model (codon frequencies estimated from nucleotide frequencies at all three codon positions)
yielded comparable results. The PAML site models M0, M3, M1a, M2a, M7, and M8 were used
on each dataset and likelihood ratio tests (LRT) were performed between the M0 and M3 models
(degrees of freedom = 4, the M1a and M2a models (df = 2), and the M7 and M8 models (df = 2).
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Results
Polyphyly of plant N-methyltransferases

Due to the transitive nature of homology (sensu stricto, shared common ancestry), shared hits
in reciprocal similarity searches can indicate shared common ancestry, even if the two query sequences have very low sequence similarity [184]. For example, if protein A is homologous to
protein B, and B is homologous to protein C, then by definition A is homologous to C (Figure
4.2a), even if A does not identify C in a similarity search. Most sequence similarity searches are
interested in identifying close homologs and the BLAST algorithm is well suited for this purpose.
However, BLAST is not as sensitive as the Smith-Waterman algorithm at accurately finding very
distantly related sequences. The virtue of BLAST is that it is fast at finding closely related sequences, whereas the Smith-Waterman algorithm is quite slow, but is better at aligning and scoring
more distantly related sequences. The expectation values of all similarity search algorithms are
influenced by the size of the sequence database, so all Smith-Waterman searches were performed
on the same local database. The key to this study was using criteria that enables the assignment
of homology based upon sequences identified in reciprocal similarity search hits, regardless of expectation value [184, 185]. The four search query sequences used in the Smith-Waterman searches
were PMT, XMT, CNMT, and TNMT with an expectation cutoff value of 10 representing different
plant N-methyltransferases involved in specialized metabolism (Figure 4.2b). Searches returned
anywhere from 742 to 9241 hits with an expectation value of 10 or lower. None of the hits identified using PMT as query were shared by queries using XMT, CNMT, or TNMT (Figure 4.2c).
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As was previously described in Chapter 3, PMT is most similar to plant spermidine and spermine
synthases, and PMT searches found no other N-MTs used as queries in this study.
Similarly, none of the hits identified using XMT as query were found in the CNMT or TNMT
query results. XMT is most similar to SABATH family methyltransferases, such as jasmonate
O-methyltransferase, as well as salicylic acid and benzoate carboxyl-methyltransferases, as described elsewhere [32]. A single shared hit was found in common in the XMT, CNMT, and TNMT
searches: a cyclopropane-fatty-acyl-phospholipid synthase from the cyanobacteria Gloeobacter
violaceus PCC 7421 (accession NP 924885.1). This 669 amino acid protein had very low AA
identity (13.9%-16.3%) to either XMT, CNMT, or TNMT; and appears to be an unusual gene fusion. Alignments of XMT or CNMT with this protein revealed that CNMT only aligned with the
N-terminus half while XMT only aligned to the C-terminal half. BLASTP searches of the NCBI
nr database using the N- and C-terminus halves of this protein found only CNMT-like sequences
or only XMT-like sequences, respectively (data not shown). This suggests that this prokaryotic
protein may have originated through a gene fusion event and is most likely not indicative of distant
homology between XMT and CNMT/TNMT within the Plantae.
CNMT and TNMT appear to be very closely related, with searches of one finding the other, as
well as 4,766 shared search hits between the two queries. The most similar proteins to CNMT
and TNMT were each other, as well as pavine N-methyltransferase and cyclopropane-fatty-acylphospholipid synthases from all branches of the tree of life.
Thus, using the broadest criteria for identifying presumed homologs (common hits in reciprocal
sensitive similarity searches of a shared database) there was no evidence supporting common an-
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Figure 4.2: Reciprocal similarity searches to identify distantly related homologs of N-methyltransferases. a. Shared hits in reciprocal similarity searches can indicate shared ancestry due to the transitive nature of homology. b. If all plant N-methyltransferases involved in secondary metabolism
are monophyletic, reciprocal searches using representatives of putrescine N-methyltransferase
(PMT), xanthosine N-methyltransferase (XMT), cochlaurene N-methyltransferase (CNMT), and
tetrahydroprotoberberine N-methyltransferase (TNMT) should all find shared hits. c. Significant
reciprocal shared hits were only found between CNMT and TNMT N-methyltransferases.
(a)

(b)

(c)
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cestry between PMT, XMT, and CNMT/TNMT type N-methyltransferases.

4.4.2

Molecular evolution of caffeine biosynthetic enzymes

It has previously been suggested that due to the relatively low sequence identity between enzymes
with the same catalytic activity and their separate clustering in neighbor-joining trees, the enzymes
involved in the caffeine biosynthetic pathway evolved independently in coffee and tea plants [177,
8]. This hypothesis was further investigated using a deep maximum likelihood phylogeny of XMT
protein sequences with homologs from a variety of organisms (Figure 4.3).
Caffeine biosynthetic proteins from Coffea and Camellia sinensis clustered in two distinct clades
with multiple branches between them (Figure 4.3). Enzymes with equivalent function in tea and
coffee did not group together as sister clades as would be expected for truly orthologous enzymes,
but rather all caffeine biosynthesis proteins grouped together by organism. When the clades containing orthologous Coffea or Camellia proteins were constrained together in ML searches, the resulting best log-likelihood tree had a significantly worse log-likelihood than the best unconstrained
tree (Table 4.1), suggesting XMT-like proteins arose independently in tea and coffee plants.
In separate, individual phylogenies of proteins from clades containing XMT in either Coffea (Figure 4.4a) or C. sinensis (Figure 4.4b), proteins representing each step in the pathway formed individual groups, particularly in Coffea.
In Coffea, several proteins with unknown function are most basal in the tree (Figure 4.4a). Recombinant proteins of C. arabica CS3 and CS4 do not exhibit N-methyltransferase activity in
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Figure 4.3: Unrooted xanthosine N-methyltransferase maximum likelihood phylogeny. XMT and
other caffeine biosynthetic proteins from Coffea or Camellia are most closely related to SABATH
family member proteins, particularly carboxyl- and O-methyltransferases. Proteins from coffee
and tea plants group separately, suggesting caffeine biosynthesis arose independently at least twice,
through the convergent evolution of caffeine biosynthetic enzymes. Theobromine synthase from
Theobroma cacao (cocoa tree) has also been characterized and groups with the clade containing
C. sinensis proteins.

in vitro enzyme assays [169]. The next deepest branch contains dual-function dimethylxanthine
N-methyltransferases (DXMT1, CCS1), which can produce both theobromine and caffeine from
7-methylxanthine or theobromine, respectively. Finally, branches containing either the single function theobromine synthases (MXMT, MXMT2, CTS2) or XMT appear to be the most derived and
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Table 4.1: XMT alternate topology hypothesis testing. An alternate phylogeny where XMT-like
proteins from Coffea and C. sinensis are constrained together (suggesting a single origin) was
compared to the unconstrained phylogeny where coffee and tea caffeine biosynthetic genes arose
independently.
Topology

AU test p-value

standard error

Unconstrained
(polyphyly)

1.000

0.000

XMT
forced
monophyly

10-4

0.000

had arisen after the dual-function caffeine synthases. This is somewhat surprising, because XMT
performs the first step in the pathway and possibly the second, yet appears to have evolved more
recently in evolutionary history. This step may have evolved to increasingly divert metabolic substrates towards the production of the now selectively-advantageous metabolite caffeine. It is also
possible that the ancestral caffeine synthase was more promiscuous and performed this activity as
well.
There are fewer characterized caffeine biosynthetic enzymes in C. sinensis than in Coffea. The tea
plant contains two known dual-function caffeine synthases (CsTCS1 and CsTCS2) that catalyze
the transfer of a methyl group to either 7-methylxanthine or theobromine. A functional equivalent of XMT has not yet been cloned from tea. These two caffeine synthases form two separate
branches comprised of apparent paralogs (Figure 4.4b). Theobromine synthase from T. cacao
grouped closest to the clade containing C. sinensis proteins. However, this may be due to the lack
of T. cacao protein sequences in the nr database at the time of the initial BLAST search.
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Figure 4.4: Unrooted maximum likelihood phylogenies of clades containing xanthosine/xanthine
N-methyltransferases. a. 100 ML search replicate consensus tree of members of the clade containing Coffea XMT/MXMT/DXMT. b. 100 ML search replicate consensus tree of members of the
clade containing Camellia caffeine/theobromine synthases; with Theobroma cacao theobromine
synthase as an outgroup. Branch labels indicate the number of search replicates out of 100 containing that split.
(a)

(b)
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Table 4.2: PAML site model likelihood ratio tests (LRT) on xanthosine/xanthine N-methyltransferases from coffee and tea. In Coffea, LRTs of PAML site models found strong support for positive
selection at individual sites. All three of the model tests, including the strict M1a/M2a test, found
support for some sites with w >1, all with p-values less than 0.0001. In tea, the M7/M8 model
LRT found support for positive selection, but the more strict M1a/M2a LRT did not.
Coffea XMT PAML site model testing
Model

lnL

M1a

-4211.9

M2a

-4181.7

M7

-4212.1

M8

-4181.8

LRT p-value
<0.0001

<0.0001

w <1

w=1

w >1

0.01459

1

-

0.020133

1

3.073

-

-

-

-

-

3.07737

Camellia XMT PAML site model testing
Model

lnL

M1a

-3953.94

M2a

-3952.79

M7

-3956.48

M8

-3951.22

LRT p-value
0.3164
0.0051

w <1

w=1

w >1

0.0131

1

-

0.0151

1

2.017

-

-

-

-

-

1.954
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Figure 4.5: PAML site model dN /dS values across codons in Coffea and Camellia. The strict M2a
codon site model found support for positive selection at a number of sites in Coffea XMT coding
regions (a.). There was less support for positive selection, as only the M8 model was significantly
better than the neutral-only M7 model in Camellia sinensis XMT genes (b.). The M7 and M8
models approximate a beta distribution from 0 to 1 by binning sites into one of 10 categories,
while the M8 model also includes a separate category for positive selection (sites with an w >1).
PAML calculates a Bayesian posterior probability of the site belonging to each category.
(a)

(b)

The program PAML was used to perform computational analyses measuring quantitative measures
of the forces of natural selection on individual codon sites in genes encoding Coffea or C. sinensis
caffeine biosynthetic pathway N-methyltransferases by calculating the ratio of the rate of nonsynonymous mutations to the rate of synonymous mutations (dN /dS values, or w)(Table 4.2). A
dN /dS of one indicates equal rates of non-synonymous and synonymous mutations, or neutral selection. A dN /dS less than one indicates purifying or negative selection. Sites with a dN /dS greater
than one can indicate positive or adaptive selection.
In Coffea, PAML found strong significant support for positive selection in specific sites with both
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the strict M1a/M2a models likelihood ratio test (LRT) and the M7/M8 models LRT (Table 4.2, Figure 4.5a). The M1a model has parameters for two categories, sites with w <1 (purifying selection),
and sites with w = 1 (neutral selection). The M2a model includes both of these categories, but also
includes a category for sites with w >1 (positive or adaptive selection). The M7 and M8 models
bin sites according to an approximation of a beta distribution from 0 to 1. The M8 model also
includes a category for sites with w >1. In tea, the M0/M3 LRT (which tests some selection vs.
no selection) was significant. In tests for positive selection, only the M8 model was significantly
better than the M7 model, the M1a/M2a LRT was not significant, suggesting possible adaptive selection at lower levels than in Coffea. In both coffee and tea, sites with detected positive selection
varied across the length of the alignment (Figure 4.5).

4.5
4.5.1

Discussion
Polyphyletic origins of N-methyltransferases in alkaloid metabolism

The molecular evolution of plant enzymes involved in the methylation of nitrogen groups of
small molecule metabolites appears to have occurred independently at least three times. The
N-methylation of putrescine by PMT appears to be derived from a polyamine biosynthetic enzyme SPDS with aminopropyltransferase activity modified to perform N-methyltranerase reactions
[134, 152, 131, 142, 136, 82, 77]. The XMT activity appears to be derived from the SABATH
carboxyl-O-methyltransferase superfamily to carry out N-methylation reactions in purine alkaloid
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biosynthesis. Lastly, CNMT and TNMT appear to be derived from yet a different category of enzymes, namely cyclopropane-fatty-acyl-phospholipid synthases, among others. SAM-dependent
N-methylation appears to be relatively simple to acquire, often only requiring changes in the positioning of SAM in the active site [77]. In summary, the molecular evolution of N-methylation
reactions in plant secondary metabolism independently arose at least three different times within
the Plantae. This is a good example of convergent evolution of different ancestral enzymes with
different enzymatic specficities independently evolving the capacity to use SAM as a substrate to
methylate primary amines on small molecules. In contrast, O-methylation seems to have taken
a different evolutionary trajectory in which all plant O-methyltransferases were derived from a
common O-methyltransferase ancestor.

4.5.2

Molecular evolution of caffeine biosynthesis

It was previously hypothesized that caffeine biosynthetic enzymes arose independently in coffee
and tea plants; however this hypothesis was not previously rigorously tested using statistically oriented phylogenetic methods. ML model-oriented phylogenetic methods also indicated that purine
alkaloid N-MTs did not show orthologous groupings. Moreover, when orthologous grouping was
constrained in the ML phylogenetic analyses, it resulted in significantly poorer fit of the model to
the data (Table 4.1). Thus, the present studies provide a rigorous test that rejected the hypothesis of
Coffea and Camellia caffeine biosynthetic genes showing orthologous relationships and thus close
common ancestry. These phylogenetic analyses provide statistical support for the independent
evolution of those N-methyltransferases involved in the caffeine biosynthetic pathway. If these
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proteins arose once, we would expect to see orthologs from tea and coffee cluster together (such as
TCS1 and CaDXMT), rather than group by paralogs within species, as we see in our phylogenies.
Enzymes performing similar functions in other plants that produce caffeine, such as the kola tree
[186], yerba mate [187], and guarana [188], may also have also evolved independently; though
caffeine synthases have yet to be cloned from any of them. While the N-methyltransferases in
caffeine biosynthesis in Coffea and C. sinensis arose independently of one another, they all were
derived from the plant O- and carboxyl-methyltransferase superfamily, and thus are monophyletic.
Of particular interest was the apparent order of enzymes encoding different steps in the caffeine
biosynthetic pathway in Coffea. Dual-function caffeine synthases, which perform the final steps in
the pathway, appear most basal in the phylogeny, while enzymes performing earlier steps, specifically xanthosine N-methyltransferases, appear to have evolved from enzymes carrying out later
steps in the pathway. This raises the obvious question of how 7-methylxanthine formed prior to
the origin of extant XMT enzymes. Presumably, there were less efficient mechanisms to produce
7-methylxanthine prior to the evolution of extant XMT enzymes. XMT performs both the first
methylation as well as the nucleosidase step in Coffea. This enzyme may have later evolved in
order to consistently direct more of the initial substrates toward the further steps in the pathway in
a controlled manner, rather than rely on the likely low levels of activity by other more promiscuous
nucleosidases. The continued diversification and specialization of XMT enzymes performing yet
other catalytic activities may be responsible for the rather strong signals of positive selection in
Coffea XMT genes.
While C. sinensis appears to lack the enzyme specialization seen in Coffea, caffeine biosynthetic
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genes in tea were also identified as having some codons under positive selection. An ortholog of
XMT has not yet been characterized in tea, and would be particularly informative in providing a
clearer picture of whether XMTs evolved from dual function caffeine synthases in both Coffea and
Camellia.

Chapter 5
De novo assembly of the Toxicodendron
radicans (poison ivy) root and leaf
transcriptomes
Alexandra J Weisberg, Elise Benhase, Gunjune Kim, James Westwood, and John G Jelesko.

5.1

Abstract

Poison ivy (Toxicodendron radicans) is a native ”neo-invasive” plant common to much of North
America that causes contact dermatitis in humans. Poison ivy and other members of the Anacardiaceae family (such as poison oak and poison sumac) produce urushiol, a catechol with a 15
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or 17-carbon side chain that is responsible for the characteristic allergic skin rash. The alkyl side
chain may have several degrees of unsaturation, with more double bonds equating with a stronger
allergic reaction. There is not much currently known about the genes and enzymes used by poison
ivy to synthesize urushiol. To develop resources suitable for molecular-oriented investigations of
urushiol biosynthesis, I sequenced the transcriptome of several tissues from T. radicans. Poison
ivy drupes were collected and axenic seedlings were used as a source of leaves and roots. RNA
was extracted and subject to high-throughput Illumina sequencing. The poison ivy leaf and root
transcriptomes were then assembled and annotated using a published pipeline for de novo assembly. Several T. radicans transcripts encoding type III polyketide synthase homologs were identified
as candidate genes responsible for the proposed first step in urushiol biosynthesis.

5.2

Introduction

Poison ivy (Toxicodendron radicans subsp. radicans) is a fast-growing weed common to much of
North America and east Asia [189, 190, 191]. Skin contact with any part of the poison ivy plant
(as well as other members of the Anacardiaceae, including poison oak, poison sumac, cashew, and
mango) results in painful allergic contact dermatitis in most of the population [192, 193]. The
rash symptoms manifest as red, blistering, inflamed skin, that lasts anywhere from several days to
several weeks, and in severe cases requires hospitalization. In poison ivy/oak/sumac, the natural
product responsible for this allergic contact dermatitis is called urushiol [194, 195, 196], based
upon its chemical similarity to nearly identical compounds produced by the Japanese lacquer tree
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Toxicodendron verniciflua [197]. Annually, 10 to 50 million Americans will suffer an allergic
reaction from contact with urushiol [198], and contact with poison ivy, oak, or sumac accounted
for 8% of incident reports of USDA Forest Service employees in 2005 and 2006 [199]. Two
studies have also linked poison ivy with global climate change. Controlled-forest experiments
have demonstrated that increasing levels of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere result in poison ivy
plants that grow faster, produce more biomass, and produce a larger amount of the more allergenic
forms of urushiol [200, 201]. Based on these experiments, it is estimated that poison ivy plants
have doubled their growth rate since the 1960s, and grow faster than other woodland lianas [201].
Urushiol is comprised of a catechol ring with a 15 or 17-carbon alkyl side chain [202, 203, 196]
(Figure 5.1a). Poison ivy primarily produces the C15 form, while poison oak primarily produces
the C17 form. Up to three of the carbon-carbon bonds in the alkyl side chain may be unsaturated [204, 205, 206], and urushiols with greater degrees of unsaturation are more allergenic
[207]. Urushiol is very chemically reactive due to the ortho hydroxyl groups [208], and this reactivity has been used for thousands of years in the making of Asian (Chinese/Korean/Japanese)
lacquerware, as it readily polymerizes into a non-allergenic hard clear shellac on wooden objects. Urushiol biosynthesis appears to be constitutive, as it is found in all growing plant tissues [195, 205, 209, 210, 211, 206]. Current methods to detect urushiol in plants use gas
chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) as a means of identifying the various alkyl-phenols
in cell extracts [205, 209, 210, 211, 206, 212]. An alternative means using fluorescence detection
has been developed that does not require time-consuming extraction steps for the qualitative detection of urushiols [213]. It is not currently known what the function of urushiol is in the plant. With
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the notable exception of humans, most mammals do not react to urushiol exposure as humans do.
Ruffed grouse and two species of squirrel eat poison ivy drupes with no apparent ill effect [214].
Goats can also be used as a form of poison ivy weed control, as they too readily eat the plant with
no ill effect, and urushiol is not found in their milk after ingesting the plant [215]. Treating poison
ivy drupes with a strong acid increases the germination rate [216], suggesting that partial digestion
in the gut of birds or other mammals may promote seed dispersal and germination.
Very little is currently known about the biosynthetic pathway for urushiol in poison ivy and other
related species. Dewick (1997) proposed that urushiol biosynthesis is derived from intermediates involved in fatty-acid metabolism. The first step in the pathway is postulated to be a type
III a polyketide synthase using malonyl-CoA and a fatty acid-CoA substrate [217, 218] to generate an alkyl-tetraketide intermediate that eventually gives rise to the catechol moiety of urushiol.
Alkylresorcinol synthases and other type III polyketide synthases utilize long-chain fatty acids
as substrates in vitro [219, 218] to produce structurally similar chemicals in a number of plants
[220, 221, 222]. Dewick’s proposed pathway for urushiol biosynthesis was presented in a very
general way, and did not explain important details such as the relative order of certain metabolic
transformations and what enzymes are likely to carry out those proposed reactions. Nevertheless, the initial type III polyketide synthase tetraketide formation is well supported in the alkylresorcinol field and is very likely to be the case in urushiol biosynthesis.
Understanding how poison ivy produces urushiol is a necessary first step for the development of
novel weed control measures for this noxious neo-invasive plant. To the best of my knowledge,
there is no published genomic or transcriptomic data for poison ivy. Sequencing the leaf and root
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Figure 5.1: Alkylphenols produced in plants. a. Urushiol is comprised of a catechol ring with a 15
or 17-carbon alkyl side chain. The side chain can have up to 3 unsaturated bonds. Poison ivy plants
contain a mix of these urushiols in varying amounts, though primarily in the 15-carbon forms. The
more unsaturated forms of urushiol are more allergenic. b. alkylresorcinol c. anacardic acid. Side
chains (R) for alkylresorcinol and anacardic acid are similar to those for urushiol, comprised of an
alkyl chain with possibly several double bonds.
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poly-(A) transcriptome of poison ivy provides the coding sequence without introns (and thus predicted protein sequence) of mRNA expressed in those tissues. These predicted protein sequences,
and their relative mRNA expression within tissues, are an excellent means of generating hypotheses focused on which proteins may be involved in urushiol biosynthesis. Towards this end, the
sequenced leaf and root transcriptome of T. radicans was used to identify three candidate transcripts possibly encoding type III polyketide synthases.

5.3
5.3.1

Methods
Axenic cultured seedlings and plant tissue

T. radicans subsp. radicans drupes from the RoaCo-1 liana were germinated and grown under sterile culture conditions as previously described [216]. In short, drupes were mechanically scarified
using a 3lb rock tumbler (Chicago Electric Power Tools, Chicago) for 4 days to remove exocarp
and much of the mesocarp tissues. Seeds were further chemically scarified by treatment with 13N
sulfuric acid (SA) (Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). Scarified seeds were washed three times with
25mL of sterile deionized distilled water (ddH2 O) in a laminar flow sterile cabinet (Labconco,
Kansas City, MO) to remove residual sulfuric acid (SA). Seeds were then treated with a solution of
50% liquid bleach, 3% sodium hypochlorite final, (Clorox Co., Oakland, CA.), 50% ddH2 O, 0.5%
Tween 20 using the same protocol as the SA treatment, and then washed three times with 25 mL
sterile ddH2 O. Floating seeds were found to be non-viable and were discarded. Seeds that did not
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float were plated 20 seeds per 150 mm x 15 mm plastic Petri plate on sterile 0.5x MS Basal Salts
media [223] containing 0.3% w/v Phytagel (Sigma-Aldrich Co., St. Louis, MO) pH 5.7. Sterile
forceps were changed after handling every second seed. Plates were stored in the dark at room
temperature for 7 days, and then placed in a Percival CU-36l4 growth chamber (Percival Scientific, Perry, IA) at 28°C and 16 h light. After 4 days, closed plates were examined under a Leica
Zoom 2000 illuminated stereo microscope (20x magnification). Seedlings without apparent bacterial or fungal contamination were transferred to individual Magenta boxes or Phytatray II boxes
(Sigma-Aldrich Co., St. Louis) containing 0.5x MS Basal Salts media with 0.3% w/v Phytagel and
returned to the growth chamber.

5.3.2

RNA purification and sequencing

Total RNA was extracted from two replicates each of true leaves or roots harvested from sterilecultured plants using a phenol/chloroform/SDS extraction protocol [224]. The root and leaf material were harvested from two separate biological replicates, with each tissue type combining material from >10 plants. A polysaccharide precipitation step using 0.2 M KOAc was also included
to remove polysaccharides prior to the precipitation of total nucleic acids. RNA was selectively
purified using a 2 M LiCl2 precipitation step, followed by a subsequent purification using a Qiagen
RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen, Venlo, Netherlands) according to the manufacturers instructions until
an A260/280 of 1.8 was reached.
RNA samples were submitted to the Virginia Bioinformatics Institute, Blacksburg, VA for analysis
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using a BioAnalyzer, library preparation, and sequencing on an Illumina HiSeq 2000. Each of the
four samples was selected for poly-(A) sequences and run on individual lanes of the HiSeq.

5.3.3

De novo assembly of transcripts

The quality of the sequenced paired reads produced in each sample was observed using FastQC
0.10.1 [225] before and after trimming using Trimmomatic 0.3 [226] (Table 5.1). Paired reads
were trimmed to remove Illumina sequencing adaptors as well as portions of poor quality reads
using a sliding window analysis (Trimmomatic settings: ”LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36”). Reads from all samples were combined prior to assembly to allow
for differential expression analyses. The combined paired reads were de novo assembled into a reference transcriptome using Trinity RNA Seq release 2013/08/14 [227]. Reads were then aligned
to transcripts using Bowtie 2.1.0 [228] to assess overall assembly quality and analyze individual
transcripts.
Assembled transcripts were annotated using the Trinotate package of Trinity as well as several other programs, including HMMER [229] to predict PFAM domains [230], SignalP [231],
tmHMM [232], and RNAmmer [233]. The Trinity package TransDecoder was used to predict open
reading frames (ORFs) and predicted translated protein sequences from assembled transcripts.
Each transcript was used as a query in a BLASTX search against the NCBI nr database; predicted
protein sequences were also used as queries in BLASTP searches against the NCBI nr database.
The program Blast2GO [234] was used to map GO terms to transcripts. All annotations were then
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combined together using Trinotate and visualized with TrinotateWeb.
To estimate transcript abundance and compare expression across all samples, assembled transcripts
were TMM (trimmed mean of M) normalized using Trinity, and FPKM values (fragments per
kilobase of transcript per million mapped reads) were calculated using RSEM [235]. Differentially
expressed transcripts between the two leaf samples and the two roots samples were identified using
the Bioconductor package edgeR [236].

5.3.4

Comparison with mango transcriptome

The assembled transcriptome for mango (Mangifera indica) was downloaded from NCBI (SRA:
SRX331487). Predicted peptide sequences were generated from transcript nucleotide sequences
using the Trinity package Transdecoder. Predicted protein sequences for mango and poison ivy
were combined and compared in a BLAST all vs. all analysis using NCBI Blast+ 2.2.28. Transcripts were then clustered using OrthoMCL [237].

5.3.5

Molecular cloning of type III polyketide synthase-like transcripts

Transcripts encoding polyketide synthases possibly involved in the first step of urushiol biosynthesis were identified using sequence similarity to known type III polyketide synthases. Four known
type III polyketide synthases (two alkylresorcinol synthases from Oryza sativa refs: AAP52217.1
and AAP52307.1, olivetol synthase from Cannabis sativa ref: BAG14339.1, and alkylresorcinol
synthase from Physcomitrella patens ref:ABU87504.1) were each used as queries in GGSEARCH
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36.3.6 [238] global-global similarity searches (e-value cutoff of 10) against a database containing
predicted proteins from all sequenced transcripts. Hits from all four searches were combined along
with the four query sequences, aligned using MAFFT [122], and assembled into a neighbor-joining
tree using PAUP* [125] (Figure 5.5a). Based on high similarity to the query sequences, annotation information, and relatively high expression in T. radicans roots and leaves, three transcripts
from different Trinity components were selected for molecular cloning (Figure 5.5b) as cDNAs
generated from RNA samples used in the RNA-seq analyses. RNA from leaves sample A was
chosen, as expression of all 3 transcripts was relatively high in both leaf samples (Table 5.1). RNA
was treated with DNase I using an Ambion DNase kit (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA) and
cDNA synthesis was performed using an Omniscript RT kit (Qiagen, Venlo, Limburg) according
to package instructions and then quantified using a NanoDrop 3300 fluorospectrometer (Thermo
Scientific, Wilmington, DE).
Primers were designed for the predicted protein coding region of each of the three transcripts,
including stop codons. Restriction sites NdeI and XhoI were also included for cloning into the
pET15b vector (Novagen) for recombinant expression in E. coli with an N-terminus 6xHIS tag.
Four extra nucleotides were added to the 5’ end of each primer for efficient digest of restriction
sites.

Primers were as follows:

(forward)
verse)
(forward)

and
for
and

ACTGCATATGGTTAGCGTGAATCAAATTCGCAAGG

AATCCTCGAGCTAAGCACTGTTAACACTGTGAAGGACC
comp74373 c0 seq1,

ACTGCATATGGTGAGCGTTGATGAAGTTCGC

AATCCTCGAGTTATGCAGTAGCAACGCTGTGAAGG

comp87518 c0 seq4,

and

(re-

(reverse)

for

ACTGCATATGGCATCCGTATCCGTTGAAGAGATTAG
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1),

and

TATCCTCGAGTTTAATGATGATTTTATGGGATTCAGTGG (reverse 2) for comp77034 c0 seq1. Restriction cut sites for NdeI and XhoI are underlined in primer sequences.
Initial PCR for each of the three chosen transcripts was performed using GoTaq®Green Master
Mix (Promega, Madison, WI). PCR reactions in 20µL contained 10 ng cDNA and primers at
a concentration of 0.5 µM each. Reactions were performed in an Eppendorf Mastercycler pro
thermocycler (Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany) as follows: 95°C for 10 min; 35 cycles of 95°C for
30 sec, 60°C for 45 sec, 72°C for 1 min 30 sec; followed by a final extension at 72°C for 5 min and
then held at 4°C. Samples were run on a 1% agarose TAE gel along with 1 kb DNA ladder (New
England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA).
Long and accurate PCR for target component transcripts was performed using a TaKaRa LA PCR
kit version 2.1 (Takara Bio, Shiga, Japan). PCR reactions in 50 µL contained 400 ng cDNA and
primer at a concentration of 0.25 µM each. Thermocycler settings were as follows: 94°C 1 min, 35
cycles of 94°C 30 sec, 60°C 30 sec, 72°C 1 min 30 sec, a final extension for 5 min at 72°C; and then
held at 4°C. PCR products were visualized on 1% agarose gels (Figure 5.8). PCR products were
purified by ethanol precipitation [224]. DNA pellets were resuspended in ddH2 O and quantified
using a NanoDrop 1000.
LA-PCR products were first subcloned into the pGEM-T plasmid (Promega, Madison, WI) and
transformed into E. coli strain DH5a [239]. Recombinant plasmid was purified using a Qiagen
Plasmid Mini Prep Kit (Qiagen, Venlo, Limburg) and digested with NdeI and XhoI (New England
Biolabs, Ipswich, MA). Digests were run on a 1% low-melt agarose gel, and bands corresponding
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to the transcripts were cut out and purified using a Qiaquick gel purification kit (Qiagen, Venlo,
Limburg). Digested PCR fragment and pET15b vector were then ligated using T4 DNA ligase
overnight at 4°C and transformed into DH5aas well as BL21(DE3) [240] along with the pRARE
plasmid (Novagen, EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA).

5.3.6

Protein expression and purification

For each cloned cDNA of interest, 5 colonies from each transformation plate were inoculated in
50 mL LB cultures with the appropriate antibiotics and grown overnight in a shaker at 37°C at
250 rpm. A 12 mL sample of each overnight culture was used to inoculate three 1L ZYM-5052
autoinduction media [146] cultures. Cultures were grown for 7 hours at 37°C at 250 rpm, then
moved to 18°C overnight for a total of 24 hours. Cultures were centrifuged in 1L flasks at 3500
rpm for 20min at 4°C in a Sorvall RC 6+ centrifuge (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA) and cell
pellets were stored at -80°C. Pellets were thawed and then resuspended in 3x volume Buffer A
(50 mM sodium phosphate pH 7.4, 300 mM NaCl, 10% w/v glycerol). Lysozyme was added to a
concentration of 25 µg/mL and incubated at 4°C for 1 hour with a magnetic stir bar. Cells were
then lysed using a sonicator at 50% amplitude for 5 seconds at 15 second intervals, for a total
of 5 min of sonication. Lysed cells were then centrifuged in a tabletop centrifuge at 14,000 rpm
for 20 min at 4°C. Soluble lysate was collected and flowed over a column containing HisPur NiNTA resin (Promega, Fitchburg, WI) using a BioRad Econo EP1 peristaltic pump connected to
a BioRad EP1 UV light meter (BioRad, Hercules, CA). The column was washed with Buffer A,
and non-specifically-binding proteins were eluted with a mixture of 90% Buffer A, 10% Buffer
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B (50 mM sodium phosphate pH 7.4, 300 mM NaCl, 10% v/v glycerol, 250mM imidazole). Recombinant protein was eluted using Buffer B, and 2 mL samples were collected corresponding to
significant peaks in the UV light meter. Samples were run on a 9% SDS-PAGE gel (4% stacking gel). Elution fractions containing recombinant protein of the expected size were concentrated
using a VivaSpin 6 mL spin concentrator (Sartorius AG, Göttingen, Germany), and then buffer
exchanged into 100 mM potassium phosphate pH 7 using a PD10 column (GE Healthcare Life
Sciences, Little Chalfont, United Kingdom). Glycerol was added to purified recombinant protein
at a 10% concentration and frozen in aliquots at -80°C.

5.3.7

Agrobacterium-mediated transformation of T. radicans

Sterile-cultured poison ivy plants were vacuum-infiltrated with Agrobacterium tumefaciens according to a modified protocol for agroinfiltration of tomato [241]. A. tumefaciens strain GV3101 containing pJGJ204 [242], which consists of pSLJ7292 with a gene fusion of Arabidopsis thaliana RUBISCO small subunit 1B gene fused in frame to firefly luciferase (LUC). A. tumefaciens GV3101
containing pJGJ204 or pSLJ7292 (as negative control) was grown in 5 mL LB containing 50 µg/mL
gentamycin and 2 µg/mL tetracycline overnight at 28°C 250rpm. A 50 mL culture of LB, 10 mM
MES, 20 µM acetosyringone, and the same antibiotics was inoculated with the 5 mL culture and
grown overnight at 28°C at 250 rpm. Cell pellet was resuspended in MMA media (10 mM MES,
10 mM MgCl2, 200 µM acetosyringone) to an OD600 of 2.0 and allowed to sit at room temperature for 3 hours. Whole poison ivy plants at 20 days or harvested leaflets from the first emerged
true leaves and cotyledons from plants at 35 days were submerged in the suspension and subjected
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to four rounds of vacuuming, then grown in Promix potting soil (Premier Tech Horticulture, Quebec, Canada) or plated on 0.5x MS phytagel plates, respectively, and placed in a growth chamber
(28°C and 16 h light). Cut leaflets and cotyledons were assayed for luciferase activity in three 1
hour time periods each at 24, 48, and 72 hours using an intensified charge-coupled device video
camera (model C2400 47; Hamamatsu Photonics, Hamamatsu City, Japan), an Image Intensifier
Controller (model M4314; Hamamatsu Photonics), Image Processor (Argus 50; Hamamatsu Photonics), and Hamamatsu Photonics imaging chamber (model A417) mounted with a Xenon CM
120 lens (Schneider, Bad Kreuznach, Germany). Whole plants or plates were sprayed with 1 mM
D-luciferin (Biosynth, Basel) 0.01% Triton X-100 and incubated for 20 min prior to imaging. In
vivo luciferase activity was measured using the photon counting function of the Hamamatsu imaging system and superimposed over images of illuminated leaves and cotyledons taken using the
integration function. Whole plants were assayed at 24 hours post infiltration. Photon counts were
measured as 10 technical replicates using a sliding window over regions containing first true leaves
and cotyledons agroinfiltrated with either pJGJ204 or pSLJ7292. Photon counts were also taken
over two 1 hour intervals of a 96 well plate containing 30µL A. tumefaciens with either pJGJ204
or pSLJ7292 suspended in MMA media with 30 µL 1 mM D-luciferin 0.01% Triton X-100.
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Results
Assembly analysis/quality

There are currently very few publically available sequences from T. radicans. As of March 6
2014, there are 44 nucleotide sequences and 17 protein sequences in NCBI’s public databases for
T. radicans. Most of these nucleotide sequences are gene fragments or intergenic regions used in
phylogenetic population studies [189]. In order to comprehensively identify all expressed genes in
T. radicans leaves and roots producing urushiol, we sequenced the transcriptomes of two biological
replicates comprised of roots and true leaves, containing material from >10 axenic poison ivy
plants. Each of the four samples was submitted for RNA-seq sequencing on an individual lane on
an Illumina HiSeq 2000 in order to maximize sequencing depth of each sample. Three of the four
samples produced ~100 million 100 bp paired reads (Table 5.1). However, one root sample was of
poor quality, producing only 30 million paired reads, over half of which were removed during read
trimming due to poor quality. Trimmed reads from all four datasets were combined (289,325,296
paired reads in total, ~100 bp each) and de novo assembled into a reference transcriptome using
Trinity RNA seq [227] using an adapted form of a published pipeline [243] for this analysis (Figure
5.2).
In total, Trinity assembled 139,925 components (1 component is defined as all transcripts derived
from a single de Bruijn graph) comprised of 211,453 transcript isoforms (Table 5.2). Of these,
32,535 unigenes were identified (Trinity components with length >200 and FPKM >0.5). The
average contig length was 1,068 bp and the N50 was 2,002 bp. A large proportion of assembled
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Figure 5.2: Process for de novo RNA-seq assembly and annotation. RNA from two replicates each
of roots and leaves was sequenced with an Illumina HiSeq 2000. Trinity RNA seq was used to de
novo assemble a reference transcriptome from the combined paired reads from all 4 T. radicans
leaves and roots samples. Assembled transcripts were then annotated using a variety of programs.

transcripts were between 200 and 400 bases long, close to the minimum length (200bp) of transcripts reported by Trinity (Figure 5.3a), while unigenes appear to be less skewed towards shorter
transcripts (Figure 5.3b). Aligning paired reads to transcripts using Bowtie2 to assess overall assembly quality revealed that 76.14% of reads formed proper pairs, while 22.58% formed improper
pairs. Less than 1.3% of paired reads had only one of the paired reads map to transcripts, and 2.6%
of reads did not map to any transcript.
BLASTX searches of each transcript and BLASTP searches of predicted proteins from transcripts
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Figure 5.3: Assembly length distributions. These graphs show the counts of the lengths of a.
individual transcripts as well as b. unigenes (trinity components with length >200 and FPKM
>0.5); represented by 100 bp bins. Sequences with length greater than 5000 were binned together.
The minimum length transcript reported by Trinity is 200 bp.
(a)

(b)
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Table 5.1: Paired read quality per sample. The read quality of each of the four samples was
checked using FastQC before and after quality trimming with Trimmomatic. Leaves replicates A
and B as well as Roots replicate B each had ~100 million paired reads, while roots replicate A had
relatively much fewer (~30 million). Most reads in Leaves A and B and Roots B samples were of
high quality, with over 80% surviving trimming, while more than half of the Roots A reads were
removed due to poor quality. Trimmed reads from all samples were combined (289,325,296 paired
reads) to assemble a reference transcriptome.
Sample

Leaves A

Leaves B

Roots A

Roots B

Total

Total # of paired
reads

97,494,163

93,384,797

30,270,702

128,496,278 349,645,940

Total # of paired
reads after trimming

87,835,193

81,637,895

14,779,168

105,073,040 289,325,296

% of paired
reads surviving
trimming

90.09%

87.42%

48.82%

81.77%

GC content

46%

46.5%

40%

47%

Table 5.2: De novo assembly statistics. The de novo assembly of a reference transciptome for
poison ivy was performed by Trinity RNA Seq using the combined paired reads of all four samples.
Overall, 289,325,296 paired reads were assembled into 9,022,555 contigs (using a k-mer size of
25 and minimum length of 25 bases), which were resolved into 211,453 unique transcripts. Out of
all Trinity components, 32,535 unigenes were identified using a minimum expression cutoff of 0.5
FPKM and a minimum length of 200bp.
Sequences

Mean
(bp)

Total contigs

9,022,555

1,068

Total
Trinity
components

139,925

Total transcripts

211,453

Total unigenes

32,535

length

N50

Assembled
bases

2,002

225,861,945
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were performed to annotate individual transcripts based on similarity to known protein sequences
in the NCBI nr database. Of the 50,651 Trinity components with BLAST hits, 24,744 components
encoded by 83,165 transcripts had a top hit to a member of the Viridiplantae (Figure 5.4a). When
looking at only unigenes, 16,825 unigenes had at least one transcript with a top BLAST hit to a
member of the Viridiplantae (Figure 5.4b). The organisms with the most BLAST hits from poison
ivy transcript queries were Theobroma cacao (10,883 BLASTX hits) and Vitis vinifera (6,302
BLASTX hits).
An unexpectedly large number of transcripts had top BLAST hits to Metazoa (particularly various
insects) and Bacteria. This was surprising, because the poison ivy plants were grown under sterile
culture conditions. The main observable contamination of sterile-cultured plants are fungi and
bacteria [216], yet relatively few BLAST hits were to either bacterial or fungal species.
Comparisons were made between the relative expression levels of transcripts in the four root
and leaf samples. Differential expression analysis of TMM-normalized FPKM values using
edgeR found zero differentially expressed transcripts with p-value cutoff equal to 0.001 and min
abs(log2 (a/b)) fold change equal to 2. Similarly there were no identified differentially expressed
Trinity components with the same cutoffs; and manual observation of FPKM values for each sample showed a very different expression pattern for the root A sample compared with the rest of
the samples. This may be due to the relatively poor quality of the root A sample. Removing this
sample from the analysis resulted in 6,347 transcripts differentially expressed, however with no
statistical power due to only two leaf replicates and only one reliable root sample.
Another method for analyzing transcriptome assembly data involves clustering transcripts with
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Figure 5.4: Blast searches of T. radicans transcripts against NCBI nr. The results of BLASTX
and BLASTP searches were sorted by classification. In both cases, BLAST hits to known plant
sequences were the single largest group, however over 30,000 transcripts were most similar to
proteins from Metazoa, in particular various insect species. This may be due to contamination
during any of plant growth, RNA extraction, or library preparation.
(a)

(b)
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those from a closely-related species. Currently the only member of Anacardiaceae with publicly
available transcriptome data is the mango tree (Mangifera indica). Transcripts from the mango leaf
transcriptome [244] (13,558 transcripts) and plant-annotated transcripts from poison ivy (92,108
transcripts) were combined and clustered using OrthoMCL [237, 245]. OrthoMCL identified
13,558 groups using an inflation index of 1.5. Out of 103,122 total sequences, 87,883 formed
groups, while 15,239 transcripts from either T. radicans or M. indica did not cluster with any other
transcript.

5.4.2

Cloning of type III polyketide synthases

The first proposed biosynthetic step in urushiol synthesis is believed to be similar to the first step in
alkylresorcinol biosynthesis. Specifically, that a type III polyketide synthase elongates a fatty-acidCoA starter molecule to form a tetraketide-alkyl intermediate [217]. Type III polyketide synthases
such as chalcone synthase can utilize various length fatty acid-CoA substrates in vitro in addition
to their presumed primary substrate coumaroyl-CoA [218] and appear to be fairly promiscuous
in vitro, though it is not known if this occurs in planta. Alkylresorcinols, plant natural products
structurally similar to urushiol (though not nearly as reactive), are found in several plant species.
Alkylresorcinols are also comprised of an aromatic ring with two hydroxyl groups, but they are in
the meta position (in urushiol they are in the ortho position) (Figure 5.1b).
Alkylresorcinol synthases have been identified in Oryza sativa [221] and Physcomitrella patens
[222] that take a fatty acid-CoA conjugate substrate, and extend it to a tetraketide, cycilize, and
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Figure 5.5: Phylogenetic tree and expression levels of poison ivy probable type III polyketide synthases. Known type III polyketide synthases that utilize varying length fatty acid-CoA substrates
were used as queries in global:global similarity searches (GGSEARCH) of T. radicans predicted
proteins. A Neighbor-Joining phylogenetic tree (a.) of the top search hits and query sequences
revealed two distinct groups. Taxa that are colored are annotated as putative type III polyketide
synthases/chalcone synthases. Each color represents an individual unigene. b. Relative expression
levels for each of the putative type III polyketide synthases from leaves and the good quality roots
sample. Taxa labeled with stars (?) represent those transcripts selected for molecular cloning.
(a)

(b)
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Figure 5.6: Unified urushiol and alkylresorcinol biosynthetic pathways. The first step has been
previously proposed [217, 218] as a type III polyketide synthase utilizing malonyl-CoA and a long
chain fatty acid-CoA substrate.

aromatize to form various alkylresorcinols. Another type III polyketide synthase, olivetol synthase, performs a similar reaction in Cannabis sativa [220], though a separate polyketide cyclase
performs the aromatization step to produce olivetol, an intermediate in the tetrahydrocannabinol
(THC) biosynthetic pathway [246]. The alkylresorcinol-producing type III PKS-like enzymes were
used as a starting point to search for similar proteins in poison ivy.
Similarity searches of poison ivy predicted proteins using four type III polyketide synthases previously demonstrated to be involved in alkylresorcinol biosynthesis identified a variety of differ-
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Figure 5.7: Multiple sequence alignment of PKS-like1 and PKS-like2 protein sequences with
other type III polyketide synthases. PKS-like1 and PKS-like2 are amino acid sequences encoded by PKS-like1 and PKS-like2, respectively. C.sativa OLS is Cannabis sativa olivetol synthase (NCBI accession BAG14339.1), O.sativa ARS1 and O.sativa ARS2 are alkylresorcinol synthases from Oryza sativa (AAP52217.1 and AAP52307.1, respectively), and P.patens ORS is 2’oxoalkylresorcinol synthase from Physcomitrella patens (ABU87504.1). Amino acid similarity
between T.radicans PKSs and other species ranged from 61.3%-84.9%.

ently annotated poison ivy transcripts. The most similar were annotated as chalcone synthase-like,
though other less similar transcripts were annotated as caffeic acid o-methyltransferases, ketoacyl-
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CoA synthases, and alpha/beta hydrolases, among others. A Neighbor-Joining phylogenetic tree
of the search sequences and the poison ivy homologs (Figure 5.5a) revealed a split, with the type
III polyketide synthase/chalcone synthase-like annotated transcripts grouping closest to the search
sequences. Since urushiol is found in all growing poison ivy tissues (Elise Benhase, unpublished
results), the expectation was that transcripts encoding urushiol biosynthetic enzymes should accumulate to relatively high levels in both leaves and roots. Three transcripts (comp74373 c0 seq1,
comp87518 c0 seq4, and comp77034 c0 seq1) with sequence similarity to known type III polyketide synthases (33.4%-66.3% identity) accumulated to relatively higher steady-state expression
levels in leaves and roots relative to other PKS-like transcripts (Figure 5.5b) and therefore were
selected for further analysis. Transcript comp74373 c0 seq3 was also expressed at high steadystate levels but encoded the same protein as comp74373 c0 seq1 and therefore was not selected
for further characterization..
The next objective was to clone cDNAs corresponding to the three selected predicted transcripts to
validate the quality of each assembly. PCR was performed using primers designed for the predicted
coding region of each of the three assembled transcripts using cDNA synthesized from poison ivy
leaf RNA. Two cDNAs corresponding to comp74373 c0 seq1 and comp87518 c0 seq4 amplified
successfully (hereafter described as PKS-like1 and PKS-like2, respectively) (Figure 5.8). However,
several attempts to amplify a cDNA corresponding to the predicted comp77034 c0 seq1 transcript
did not produce an amplfied PCR fragment despite using various annealing temperatures and two
different sets of primer pairs. This was surprising, as the same reverse transcribed cDNA batch
was used as template for all three PCR reactions. The predicted transcript comp77034 c0 seq1
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Figure 5.8: Long and accurate PCR of T. radicans predicted type III polyketide synthases. Primers
specific to PKS-like1 and PKS-like2 were used to amplify the coding sequence of these unigenes
from cDNA.

had a deep read coverage across the predicted protein-coding region, suggesting it was not a de
novo assembly artifact. Sequencing or assembly error may have occurred, resulting in a predicted
mRNA transcript that did not exist in the plant.
In order to assay the biochemical activity of the two predicted PKS-like proteins, recombinant
protein encoded by PKS-like1 and PKS-like2 was expressed in E. coli and highly enriched (Figure
5.9) for use in future in vitro recombinant enzyme assays using fatty acid CoA and malonyl-CoA
as substrates. Liquid chromotography MS-MS will be used to determine if these recombinant
enzymes produce a released alkyl tetraketide or alkyl resorcyclic/resornicol reaction products.
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Figure 5.9: Recombinant protein expression and purification for PKS-like1 and PKS-like2. Recombinant protein encoded by a. PKS-like1 and b. PKS-like2 was expressed in E. coli with a
N-terminus 6xHIS tag and purified using HisPur Ni-NTA resin. Greatly enriched protein of the
expected sizes (43.55 and 43.49 kDa, respectively) can be observed in the elution fractions on the
9% SDS-PAGE gel.
(a)

(b)
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Agrobacterium tumefaciens-mediated poison ivy transient transformation

Definitive proof that a predicted T. radicans gene product is involved in urushiol biosynthesis
will require a functional genomics platform in poison ivy. A necessary step in validating T. radicans gene function in T. radicans will require the introduction of recombinant DNA (rDNA) into
poison ivy tissues. Towards that goal, Agrobacterium tumefaciens infiltration experiments were
performed with the goal of transiently transforming leaf cells with recombinant DNA resulting
in the transient expression of a reporter gene in planta. Using a modified published protocol
for Agrobacterium infiltration of tomato leaves [241], both whole poison ivy plants and detached
true leaves and cotyledons were infiltrated with A. tumefaciens strains containing either a T-DNA
binary vector control pSLJ7292, or pSLJ7292 with an in-frame gene fusion of the A. thaliana
RBCS1B-LUC previously shown to result in stable transformed transgenic plants expressing firefly
luciferase activity (i.e. bioluminescence) under control of the RBCS1B promoter (RBCS1B-LUC,
pJGJ204)[242]. Using a single photon imaging system, there was a significant increase in photons
emitted from detached true leaves and cotyledons infiltrated with A. tumefaciens/RBCS1B-LUC
gene fusion compared with the empty pSLJ7292 plasmid control (Figure 5.10a-b). However, when
Agrobacterium containing either pJGJ204 or pSLJ7292 cultures were imaged after the addition of
luciferin (no plant infiltration), significantly more photons were observed for the well containing
Agrobacterium with pJGJ204 compared with the Agrobacterium with pSLJ7292 negative control
(Figure 5.10c). While the difference in photon emission was quite small (~30 photons over 1 hour,
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2 replicates), the higher photon emission from Agrobacterium strains containing the RBCS1B-LUC
construct relative to the vector control strains introjected sufficient uncertainty about the specificity
of photo emission resulting from the plant cells.
When whole plants were infiltrated with Agrobacterium harboring pJGJ204 we did not observe a
significant increase in photon counts with the luciferase assay. This may be due to the age of the
plants, as they were younger (20 days vs. 35 days since plating on 0.5XMS/phytagel) than the
plants used in the detached cotyledons and first true leaves infiltrations and therefore may not have
been infiltrated as well. Plants that had been vacuum-infiltrated and then potted in soil dropped
many of their leaves and cotyledons, however they continued to grow and form secondary true
leaves.

5.5

Discussion

De novo assembled Illumina and/or Roche 454 high-throughput RNA-seq data for non-model
plants and other organisms is rapidly replacing previous methods for gene discovery. Transcriptomes for safflower [247], parasitic weed Cuscuta pentagona [248], dogwood tree [249], Chlorophytum borivilianum [250], alfalfa [251], and many other non-model organisms are recently published. Most studies used one or more of Trinity [227], Oases [252], or SOAPdenovo-Trans [253]
assemblers, with comparable results [249]. Trinity was chosen for this analysis due to its excellent
reputation and built-in support for downstream analyses; including management of annotations as
well as differential expression analysis. A published Trinity pipeline [243] provided a good starting
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Figure 5.10: Transient expression of luciferase in vivo. Poison ivy first true leaves and cotyledons were infiltrated with A. tumefaciens for transient expression of a RBCS1B-LUC gene fusion
and assayed with D-luciferin. a. Photon counting image superimposed over illuminated plate at
48 hours post infiltration. True leaves and cotyledons infiltrated with Agrobacterium containing
pJGJ204 are on the left, those containing pSLJ7292 are on the right. b. Photon counts at different
timepoints across two replicates. Leaves infiltrated with Agrobacterium containing pJGJ204 had
significantly higher photon counts than those with the empty plasmid at 24, 48, and 72 hours post
infiltration (1-tail T-test p-values 4.1e-20, 6.4e-26, 7.2e-20, respectively. c. Photon counts of luciferase assays of Agrobacterium containing either pJGJ204 or pSLJ7292 in a 96-well plate over
two 1-hour intervals. Lines over bars indicate no significant differences among members (one-way
ANOVA F(3,4) = 60.69, p = 0.00086; post-hoc Tukey’s HSD).
(a)

(b)

(c)
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reference with the addition of a few modifications (Figure 5.2).
Illumina sequencing is very sensitive and can produce reads corresponding to mRNAs at very
low expression levels. Therefore, minimizing contamination of samples becomes increasingly
important, as is the correct identification of assembled transcripts stemming from contamination.
It is very difficult to germinate T. radicans seedlings without fungal contamination. Molecular
analysis of the contaminating fungus identified it as Colletotrichum fioriniae [254], which can
infect both plant and insect hosts [255]. Even with repeated treatments of drupes with concentrated
sulfuric acid and bleach, a large proportion of germinated seedlings still formed visible fungal or
bacterial contamination. As such, acquiring axenic plants for sequencing becomes exceedingly
challenging, and goals shift to minimizing and identifying potential contamination rather than
completely eliminating it. It was expected that many fungal-annotated transcripts would be found
in the T. radicans transcriptomes, however they were not the predominant form of contamination.
Instead, the predominant contaminating sequences seemed to be derived from metazoans.
The metazoan contamination in our dataset may have come from a variety of sources. This foreign
RNA (or DNA) may have been introduced during either poison ivy RNA purification or during
library preparation. The plants were grown in sterile-culture conditions in closed phytatrays without apparent insect contamination. One possible source of insect nucleic acid contamination could
have been from the tap water used to clean the reusable polypropylene Oakridge screw capped
tubes that were used during the initial plant RNA extractions. Contamination may also have occurred during library preparation, as multiple samples from a variety of organisms were being
simultaneously prepared for sequencing at VBI. Whatever the source of metazoan nucleic acid
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contamination, the absolute levels of any given metazoan transcript was typically very small, as
evidenced by their consistently very low FPKM values in the expression data. In addition, the
proportion of metazoan contaminating sequences in the poor quality Root A sample was greater,
and the Root A sample was used in the original de novo contig assembly and thereby contributed
to the de novo assembly.
Some transcripts annotated as coming from a non-plant source may also be novel plant genes
not previously sequenced in other members of Viridiplantae. Therefore, their closest sequenced
homologs could be from fungi or other Eukarya. Sequencing the T. radicans genome would reveal
if these transcripts are fungal or metazoan in origin or if they are novel plant genes in poison ivy.
The sequenced poison ivy transcriptome can be used as a tool for generating hypotheses and for
gene discovery. The two pathways in Figure 5.6 are composed of enzyme activities proposed by
Dewick or in the case of alkylresorcinol synthesis known to occur in plants. One or both of these
pathways may exist in poison ivy. Similarity searches using representatives of each enzyme class
were used to query the T. radicans transcriptome, providing a list of targets for genes possibly
involved in the urushiol biosynthetic pathway.
Starting with the first likely step in the urushiol pathway, I attempted to identify a type III polyketide synthase (PKS) that can utilize malonyl-CoA and a 16 or 18 carbon fatty acid-CoA as substrate, as proposed previously in the literature [217, 218]. In several distantly-related plants, alkylresorcinol synthases (ARSs) utilize varying length fatty acid-CoA substrates and extend, cyclize,
and aromatize within the ARS (PKS-like) enzymes producing alkylresorcinols, structurally similar
but not identical to urushiol [221, 222, 220]. Alkylresorcinols are comprised of an aromatic ring
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with two hydroxyl groups (in the meta position, as opposed to ortho in urushiol) and a varyinglength alkyl side chain. A similar enzyme in poison ivy may perform one or more of these steps,
and therefore these ARSs were used to mine the poison ivy transcriptome for similar proteins (Figure 5.5a; Figure 5.7). Urushiol is found in all growing poison ivy tissues; therefore we expected
to see relatively high levels of expression in these tissues for genes involved in urushiol biosynthesis. However, It is also possible that urushiol is not produced constitutively in all cells, but
rather restricted to specific cell types. There have been reports of resin ducts or canals in poison
ivy that may contain urushiol [256]. If urushiol is only produced in the cells lining these ducts,
and these cell types comprise a small percentage of total cells, then in this scenario it is likely
that urushiol PKS-encoding transcripts might alternatively be expressed at relatively low overall
transcript accumulation levels because of the paucity of cell types producing urushiol. The present
study assumed that PKS transcripts responsible for the first step of urushiol biosynthesis would
accumulate to high steady state levels in leaves. Relative expression levels narrowed down the
potential targets to three unigenes (Figure 5.5b). Reverse transcription PCR (RT-PCR) of two of
the three unigenes produced nearly identical coding regions to the de novo assembled transcripts
with relatively few (one or two) differences. This difference was most likely due to PCR error, as
the mapped read coverage at each of these sites in assembled transcripts was ~5000x. This also
validated the accuracy of the de novo assembly in correctly assembling these transcripts.
The effectiveness of vacuum agroinfiltration of poison ivy cells of leaves/cotyledons was somewhat unclear due to the very low-level expression of luciferase in Agrobacterium (Figure 5.10c).
Detached leaves and cotyledons that had likely been transformed and expressing luciferase had
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significantly higher light emission than empty vector transformed controls in luciferin assays at
24, 48, and 72 hours post-infiltration (Figure 5.10a-b). However, this may be due to expression in
Agrobacterium located in the inter-cellular regions in the plant or on the surface of leaves. More
experiments will need to be taken, particularly the transformation of genes encoding green or red
fluorescent protein (GFP or RFP) with cellular organelle targeting, to determine if stable transformation has occurred. Alternatively, transient expression using a particle bombardment/gene gun
approach would circumvent all concerns about expression of the reporter gene constructs in an
Agrobacterium-based transformation system.

5.5.1

Future work

This pilot study was performed with the intent of examining the feasibility of RNA sequencing for
poison ivy. A significant limiting factor was the number of sequencing runs (4) available for this
project. Since the number of possible mRNA transcripts in T. radicans was initially unknown, each
sample was sequenced on an individual lane of the HiSeq flow cell in order to maximize the breadth
of sequencing. The small number of quality sequenced samples for leaves (2 replicates), and even
more so for roots (1 high-quality replicate) severely limited the statistical power of differential
expression analyses between tissues. Sequencing more replicates of both T. radicans leaves and
roots will provide statistical support for any differentially expressed transcripts/unigenes in poison
ivy; as well as validate current assembled transcripts, particularly from the single high-quality roots
sample.
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We observed a high level of read duplication (77.67%-85.86%) in our three high quality samples
that had been run on individual lanes of the HiSeq. An assembly of RNA-seq data of these same
samples mistakenly multiplexed on a single lane on the HiSeq produced 190,002 transcripts (data
not shown), or 90% of the number of transcripts from running on four lanes. Predicted amino
acid sequences for PKS-like1 and PKS-like2 (as well as comp77034 c0 seq1) remained identical
in both assemblies. This suggests that in the future multiple samples can be multiplexed on the
same flow cell lane with little loss of sequencing coverage.
A functional genetics platform will need to be developed in poison ivy in order to more accurately
assess the function of these proteins in planta. Both gene over-expression and targeted knockdowns
are important technologies will enable the testing of various hypotheses about urushiol biosynthesis. Over-expression of genes putatively involved in the urushiol biosynthetic pathway followed by
quantification of urushiol steady-state levels in planta will provide more substantial support than
in vitro enzyme assays. For example, these methods were recently used to overexpress benzylisoquinoline biosynthesis pathway gene codeinone reductase in opium poppy, resulting in an increase
in morphine steady state levels in leaves, which typically do not produce morphine [149]. Likewise, Viral-induced gene silencing (VIGS) using modified tobacco rattle virus (TRV) constructs
will be optimized for more comprehensive transformation in poison ivy. This will enable similar
experiments to assess the effectiveness of gene expression knockdowns of genes potentially involved in the urushiol biosynthetic pathway (such as PKS-like1 and PKS-like2) and their effect on
urushiol accumulation levels. Methods for stable transformation and regeneration also need to be
developed to enable the long-term genetic modification of poison ivy.
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Conclusions

This work provides a genomic framework for further understanding this under-studied organism.
The poison ivy transcriptome was sequenced in two tissues and de novo assembled for the first
time, representing the first member of Toxicodendron to be sequenced en mass.
Advances in genomic techniques have spurred novel means of understanding how aggressive
and/or invasive plants grow and interact with their environment. Manipulation of weeds at the
molecular level may soon replace, or guide and supplement, herbicide-based methods of weed
control, and prompt a move towards ”molecular weed science” approaches. More research will
need to be undertaken to understand what urushiol is doing in the natural environment.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion

6.1

Molecular evolution in plant specialized metabolism

The results of these varied but inter-related studies illustrated important topics in the molecular
evolution in plant secondary metabolism. For example, despite the recognized importance of natural selection during enzyme evolution, there were generally only very weak signals of positive
selection (if any) in all the gene families investigated. More commonly, purifying selection was
observed at many, but depending upon the gene family, not most sites. The studies in this dissertation provided evidence of intermediary levels of selection somewhere between strong purifying
selection to neutral selection. What were conspicuously absent were codons showing dN /dS values approximating the theoretical construct of ”neutral selection” (dN /dS = 1.0). This raises the
important matter of what dN /dS values best approximates the ”neutral” and n̈early-neutral” selec-
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tion models of Kimura and Ohta? While it is intuitively reasonable to define a dN /dS value of
0.9 as ”nearly-neutral”, it is a far more tenuous proposition to assign dN /dS values from 0.2 - 0.5
as ”nearly-neutral” selection. In the case of TEAS, a considerable proportion of codons showed
dN /dS values greater than 0.2 but less than 1.0. These intermediate degrees of natural selection
constitute what might operationally defined as effectively mutable protein space because natural
selection seems to be most variable at these sites. Whether these quantitative metrics constitute
”nearly-neutral” defined by Kimura [41] and Ohta [102, 43] is not well understood, and remains
an interesting area of future investigation.
It is clear that the enzymes involved in these pathways evolved through often very different means,
and that what causes neofunctionalization to emerge in one gene family may not be the same
for others. In TEAS and HPS, a change in the overall shape of the active site is sufficient to
change enzyme product-profile specificity. These catalytically important second-tier sites were
under strong purifying selection in HPS and under more relaxed selection in TEAS. On the other
hand, the evolution of PMT from SPDS likely required important changes in the amino acid sites
in direct contact with the substrates putrescine and/or dcSAM/SAM. These sites were under strong
purifying selection in both SPDS and PMT. Differences like these make it less likely that any one
specific pattern of natural selection, such as significant positive selection or differences in selective
pressure at a given site, will accurately predict all current catalytically important residues in an
enzyme.
The diverging evolution of TEAS and HPS from an ancestral terpene synthase may also be a special case due to the nature of the terpene synthase fold. These enzymes evolved from ancestral
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secondary metabolic enzymes, rather than one involved in primary metabolism. What is unusual
about this enzyme family is the diversity of the different potential carbocation reactions that can
be generated from a single FPP substrate. In this case, enzyme specificity does not just hinge on
lowering the activation energy for catalysis, but rather guiding which direction the alternative carbocation chemistries that will be permitted to occur by constraining the shape of the active site.
Additionally, most of the mutant versions of TEAS and HPS could still initiate carbocation formation, so they were not ”dead” enzymes. In contrast, PMT and SPDS mutants often have no
measurable catalytic activity of any kind [101, 82, 141]. The corresponding amino acids in the
TEAS or HPS active sites are identical, therefore small changes in the shape of the active site of
either TEAS or HPS (such as those caused by amino acid substitutions located nearby) can change
the product profile due to the already promiscuous nature of either enzyme (24 minor products with
TEAS, 12 with HPS), and that catalytically important residues for intiating terpene synthase activity remain unchanged. Previous studies established that second tier sites were responsible for HPS
and TEAS reaction specificity. Our DdN /dS metric seemed to apply to natural selection acting in
second tier sites that were previously established as conferring enzyme product-profile specificity.
However, this meant modifying the overall shape of the catalytic active site, and not necessarily
the amino acid-substrate contacts required for catalysis between two different substrates.
In SPDS versus PMT the reaction is quite different. This reaction favors either a SAM-dependent
methylation, or an aminopropyl transfer from decarboxylated SAM. These are not intra-molecular
reactions but inter-molecular reactions in which substrate-enzyme contacts in the active site play
a different role than the second tier sites that affect the intra-molecular reactions of terpene syn-
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thases. This may partially explain why we did not see adequate conversion of SPDS into having
putrescine N-methyltransferase activity. As was later shown by research by the Dräger lab, a single,
very separately conserved site in the active site was identified in PMT/SPDS that could interconvert
between either activity, albeit at low levels. Their work further showed that both enzymes were
showing strong purifying selection (albeit for different AAs) at the key sites responsible for conferring neofunctionalization, and thus would not generate a large DdN /dS value indicating different
patterns of natural selection. This revealed an inherent deficiency in the DdN /dS metric.
An important issue that was raised is just how far back in time the genetic diversity the extant
TEAS/HPS and PMT/SPDS gene families represent, and how much of that diversity is represented
in the dN /dS ratios. Since fossil records do not capture phytochemical composition, it is currently
impossible to calibrate a molecular clock for these gene families. Was the natural selection event
that promoted these sequences to diverge 10, 100, 1000, 10,000, or 1 million years ago? It probably matters a lot, but we do not know. These natural selection analyses were all performed on
extant genes. These sequences represent only the current forms of the TEAS/HPS or SPDS/PMT
proteins. The mutations that occurred to give rise to new function occurred in ancient genes that
were most likely significantly different from their current forms. Adaptive mutations in the ancestral SPDS gene responsible for neofunctionalization to a PMT, but as evolutionary time went
on, purifying selection and/or selective sweeps eliminated the allelic diversity that would indicate
positive selection in the extant PMT and SPDS genes. Therefore, dN /dS ratios at these sites would
not show this past positive selection, but instead exhibit purifying selection, as we see in our analyses. Evolutionary models that can detect positive selection both at individual sites in an alignment
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as well as over evolutionary time (at specific, important nodes in a phylogenetic tree, such as the
split between PMT and SPDS) may be able to better infer this past positive selection. The sites
identified by this method, however, may still not cause inter-conversion of activity between two
closely-related enzymes, as important interactions between residues in a protein may not still exist
in the modern enzyme. This is may be the case for PMT, as shown by the work of Junker et al., as
N-methyltransferase activity in D. stramonium SPDS with modified residue D103I was extremely
low, and increased with the addition of two more substitutions from D. stramonium PMT (Q79T,
V106T).

6.2

Urushiol biosynthesis in Toxicodendron radicans

Most molecular studies of plant secondary metabolism have used plants that have been cultivated
by humans for thousands of years. These species underwent at least some modest forms of domestication (constrained chemical composition, seed germination, and genetic homogeneity) that
facilitated their use as model systems for molecular study. However, ”NextGen” DNA sequencing
is greatly expanding the scope of molecular studies to non-domesticated plants, such as poison
ivy. Sequencing the leaf and root transcriptome of poison ivy is only a first step in understanding
this non-model organism, but it provides a platform from which to generate hypotheses about gene
discovery/expression (such as which genes are involved in the urushiol biosynthetic pathway), and
the biochemistry of recombinant proteins (such as PKS-like1 and PKS-like2). The development
of other basic molecular biology tools, such as those important for in planta genetic manipulation
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(whether through reverse genetic technologies like transient gene over-expression or viral-induced
gene silencing, VIGS), will enable the characterization of various genes acting in the poison ivy
plant itself and other non-model species. The end goal of these experiments could have applications in novel means of poison ivy weed control or even improvements in lacquer polymer science.
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